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A character izat ion of t he ident i ty func t ion 
BUI MINH PHONG* 
A b s t r a c t . We prove that if a multiplicative function / satisfies the equation / (n 2 + 
7Ti2+3) = / ( n 2 + l ) + / ( m 2 + 2 ) for all positive integers n and m, then either / (n) is the identity 
function or / ( n 2 + m 2 + 3 ) = / ( n 2 + l ) = / ( m 2 + 2 ) = 0 for all positive integers. 
Throughout this paper N denotes the set of positive integers and let A4 
be the set of complex valued multiplicative functions / such that / (1) = 1. 
In 1992, C. Spiro [3] showed that if / E A4 is a function such that 
f(p + q) = f{p) + f{q) f° r ^ primes p and q, then f(n) = n for all n E N. 
Recently, in the paper [2] written jointly with J. M. de Köninck and I. Kátai 
we proved that if f E A4, f(p+n2) = f(p) + f(n2) holds for all primes p and 
n E N, then f(n) is the identity function. It follows from results of [1] that 
a completely multiplicative function / satisfies the equation f(n2 + m2) = 
/ ( n 2 ) + f(m2) for all n, m E N if and only if / (2) = 2, f(p) = p for all 
primes p = 1 (mod 4) and f(q) = q or f(q) - —q for all primes p = 3 
(mod 4). 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following 
Theorem. Assume that f E A4 satisfies the condition 
(1) / (n2 + m2 + 3) = f{n2 + 1) + / ( m 2 + 2) 
for all n,m E N. Then either 
(2) f(n2 + 1) = f(m2 + 2) = f{n2 + m2 + 3) = 0 for all n,m£ N, 
or f(n) = n for all n E N. 
Corollary. If f E M satisfies the condition (1) and / (n§ + 1) ^ 0 for 
some tiq E N, then / ( n ) is the identity function. 
First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Then 
either (2) is satisfied for all n E N or the conditions 
/ ( n 2 + 1) = n2 + 1, f(m2 + 2) = m2 + 2 and 
^ / ( n 2 + m2 + 3) = n2 + m2 + 3 
* Research (partial ly) supported by the Hungarian Nat iona l Research Science Founda-
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simultaneously hold for all n,m 6 N . 
Proof. From (1), we have 
f{n2 + 1) + / (m 2 + 2) = / (m 2 + 1) + f(n2 + 2) 
for all n, m E N, and, so 
(4) f(n2 + 2) - f(n2 + 1) = / (3 ) - / (2 ) : = D for all n G N. 
Thus, the last relation together with (1) implies that 
(5) * f(n2 + m2 + 3) - f{n2 + 1) + / ( m 2 + 1) + 
holds for all n,m £ N. Let Sj : = f ( j 2 + 1). It follows from (5) that if k,l,u 
and Í ; £ N satisfy the condition 
k2 + /2 = u2 + v2, 
then 
f{k2 + 1) + /(/2 + 1) + D = f{u2 + 1) + f(v2 + 1) + D, 
which shows that 
(6) k2 + I2 = u2 + v2 implies Sk + Si — Su + Sv. 
We shall prove that 
(7) Sn.(-12 = Sn+9 + Sn+8 + ^N+7 — ^N+5 — ^N+4 ~ SN+3 + ^N 
holds for .all n £ N. 
Since 
(2 j + l )2 + ( j - 2)2 = (2j - l )2 + ( j + 2)2 
and 
(2j + l ) 2 + (i - 7)2 = (2i - 5)2 + (i + 5)2, 
we get from (6) that 
(8) + Sj-2 = 52j-1 + Sj+2 
and 
^ j + l + Sj-7 = + ^j+5-
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These with (8) imply that 
Sj+5 ~ + 2 + Sj-2 — Sj-7 = ^ j - l — 
=
 ~~ ^ i - 3 + — — S j + l * S j - 3 + ^ - Sj—4, 
which proves (7) with n = j — 7. 
By (8), we have 
<5*7 = <$2-3 + 1 = 255 — Si, 
S 9 — 5"2-4+l = £7 + — -^ 2 = Sq + 25S — S 2 — 5i 
and 
«5*11 = 52.5 + 1 = 5g + 5*7 — S3 = S6 + 4,5*5 ~~ S3 — S2 ~ 25i. 
Finally, by using (6) and the facts 
82 + l2 = 72 + 42, 102 + 52 = l l 2 -f 22 and 122 -f l 2 = 92 + 82 , 
we have 
S$ = S7 S4 — Si = 2S$ + 5*4 — 25i , 
Sio = Sn + S 2 — S 5 = iSg + 355 — 5*3 — 261 
and 
S12 = S9 + Ss - Si = Se + 4S5 + S4 - S2 - 45i . 
Thus, to complete the proof of the lemma , by using (1), (4), (5) and (7), it 
is enough to prove that either Si = S2 — S3 = S^ — = S& = 0 or 
(9) Sj = j2 + 1 for 7 = 1,2,3,4,5,6. 
Repeated use of (1), using the multiplicativity of / , gives Si = / ( l 2 + 1) = 
/ ( 2 ) , 
(10) <>2 = / (2 2 + 1) = /(5) = / ( l 2 + l 2 + 3) = / (2) + /(3) , 
(11) 53 = /(32 + 1) = /(10) = / (2 ) / (5 ) = /(2)2 + / (2 ) / (3 ) . 
and thus 
/(11) = /(22 + 22 + 3) = / (5) + /(6) = / (2) + / (3 ) + / (2) / (3) . 
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On the other hand, it follows from (4) that 
/(11) - / (3 2 + 2) = /(10) + D = / (2 ) / (5 ) + D 
= /(2)2 + / (2 ) / (3 ) + / (3 ) - / (2) , 
which, together with the last relation, implies 
(12) / (2) 2 = 2/(2) , 
and 
/(13) = / ( l 2 + 32 + 3) = / (2 ) + /(11) = 2/(2) + / ( 2 ) / (3 ) + / (3) . 
Finally, the relation (10) together with the fact 
/ (8) = / ( l 2 + 22 + 3) = /(2) + /(6) - / (5 ) + / (3) 
show that 
(13) / (2 ) / (3 ) = 2/(3) . 
Moreover 
(14) = /(52 + 1) = / (26) = / (2 ) / (13) = 4/(2) + 6/(3), 
= / (6 2 + 1) - /(37) - / (3 2 + 52 + 3) 
1 j
 = / ( 1 1 ) + /(26) = 5 / ( 2 ) + 9/(3), 
(16) 2/(17) = /(42 + 42 + 3) - = / ( 3 5 ) - £ = / (5 ) / (7 ) - 2?, 
and 
(17) / (3 ) / (7 ) = /(21) = / (3 2 + 32 + 3) = 2/(10) + D = 3/(2) + 5/(3). 
The equation (12) shows that either / (2 ) = 0 or / (2 ) = 2. Assume that 
/ (2) = 0. Then (13) implies that / (3) = 0 and so, by using (10)-(17) we 
have 
S\ = S2 = S3 = S4 = = Sß = 0, 
from which follows that (2) is true. 
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Assume now that / (2) = 2. In this case we have / (5) = 2 + /(3), 
/ (8) = 2 + 2/(3). We shall prove that / (3) = 3. It follows írom (15) and 
using the fact 
/(37) = / ( l 2 + 62 + 3) - / (3) = / (5 ) / (8 ) - / (3) = 2/(3)2 + 5/(3) + 4 
that 
(17) 2/(3)2 - 4/(3) - 6 = 0. 
On the other hand, from (4) we infer that 
/ ( 6 ) / ( l l ) - / (3) / (13) = /(66) - /(65) = / (3 ) - / (2) , 
consequently 
3/(3)2 - 7/(3) - 6 = 0. 
This together with (17) proves that / (3) = 3, and so (10)—(17) imply that 
Sj=j2 + 1 (J = 1,2,3,4,5,6). 
This completes the proof of (9) and so the lemma is proved. 
Proof of the theorem 
In the proof of the theorem, using the lemma, we can assume that (3) 
is satisfied, that is 
f(n2 + 1) = n2 + 1, / ( m 2 + 2) = m2 + 2 and 
^
18
^ f(n2 + m2 + 3) = n2 + m2 + 3. 
It is clear from (18) that f(n) = n for all n < 7. 
Assume that f(n) = n for all n < T, where T > 7. We shall prove that 
f(T) = T. It is clear that T must be a prime power, that is T = qa with 
a G N and some prime q . 
It is easily seen that if a = 1, then q > 7 and there are positive integers 
ra, m < ^ such that n2 + m2 + 3 = qN, (5, JV) = 1 and N < q. Thus, we 
have f(q) = q. 
Assume now that a > 2 and q > 3. We consider the congruence 
n2 + m 2 + 3 = 0 (mod qa). 
Let
 2 
^ , ( 3 ) : = | l < m < q r - l : = l | . 
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Then we have 
<7~1 / / 2 o\ \ 
E I H ^ K I K - m ) 
( m 2 + 3 , 9 ) = X 
1
 1 ' / —m2 — 3 \ \ 1 ( / - 3 
„
 2
 V V <i ) ) 2 V V ? 
m =0 \ x * ' ' ^ \ ^ 9|m2+3 
1 + 
= ^ ( ^ - ( - 2 - 2 ^ 3 
By our assumption, the last relation implies that jj*49(3) > 1. Thus, there 
are integers m G { 1 , . . . , q — 1}, 1 < n\ < qa — 1, (ni ,q) = l and 1 < 
n2 '•= qa — ni < qa — 1 such that 
n
2
 + m2 +3 = qaNi (i = 1,2). 
It follows from the above relations that 
qa(N2 - Ni) = (qa - m)2 -n2= q2a - 2qanu 
that is 
N2 - Ni = qa - 2ni. 
Since (ni, q) = 1, we obtain that at least one of N\ or N2 is coprime to q. Let 
n G {n i ,n 2 } and N G {Ni,N2} such that n2 + m2 + 3 = gaiV, (N,q) = 1. 
Then a > 2 imphes that 
N < — 
- q<* < q
a
. ( ^ - l ) 2 + ( ? - l ) 2 + 3 
<r 
'Thus, 
A7(<Za) = f(N)f(qa) = /(ivga) = f(n2 + rn2 + 3) = n2 + m2 + 3 = iVga, 
which shows that f(qa) = qa as we wanted to establish. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to consider the cases 
q = 2 and q = 3. Let q— 2 and T = 2a, where a > 3. 
Since — 7 = 1 (mod 8), we have —7 is a quadratic residue modulo 2a 
and therefore there exists na G [0, 2Qf_1 — 1] such that n\+7 = n\+22 +3 = 0 
(mod 2 a ) , and consequently, [na + 2 a _ 1 ] 2 + 7 EE 0 (mod 2a). Define JVi, 
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and N2 by n2a + 7 = 20tNl and [nQ + 2a~1]2 + 7 = 2aN2. We easily deduce 
from these two equation and the fact 7 < T = 2a that 
Nx < 2a, N2 < 2a and N2 - Nt = na + 2a~2. 
It follows from the last relation and the fact 2 does not divide na that one 
of Ni or N2 is odd, and so f(2a) = 2a. 
Finally, let q = 3 and T = 3 a , where a > 1. We consider the congruence 
n2 + 2 = 0 (mod 3 a) . 
Similarly as above, one can deduce that there are positive integers n, N E N 
such that n2 + 2 = 3aN, (N, 3) = 1 and N < 3a. Thus these together with 
(18) implies that / (3" ) = 3 a . 
The theorem is proved. 
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T h e generalization of Pascal ' s t r iangle f rom 
algebraic point of view 
GÁBOR KALLÓS* 
Abstract . In this paper we generalize Pascal's Triangle and examine the connecti-
ons between the generalized triangles and powering integers and polynomials respectively. 
The interesting and really romantic Pascal's Triangle is a favourite 
research field of mathematicians for a very long time. The table of binomial 
coefficients has been named after Blaise Pascal, a FYench scientist, but was 
known already by the ancient Chinese and others before Pascal (Edwards 
[i]). 
Among the elements of the triangle a lot of interesting connections 
exist. One of them is that from the n-th row of the triangle with positional 
addition we get the n-th power of 11 (Figure 1.), where n is a non-negativ 
integer, and the indices in the rows and columns run from 0. 
1 
1 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 3 1 
1 4 6 4 1 
1 5 10 10 5 1 
1 = 11°, 11 = l l 1 , 121 = l l 2 , 1331 = l l 3 , 14641 = l l 4 , 161051 = l l 5 , . . . 
Figure 1: The powers of 11 in Pascal's triangle 
This comes immediately from the binomial equality 
( o ) i o " + G ) + Q i o " - 2 + • • • + ( „ ! i ) 1 0 1 + ( I ) i o ° = 
An interesting way of generalizing is if we construct triangles in which 
the powers of other numbers appear. To achieve this, let us consider Pascal's 
Triangle as the 11-based triangle, and take the following. 
This paper was completed during the stay of the author at Paderborn University, 
Germany in summer 1996. 
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Definit ion. Let a and b integers, with 0 < a, 6 < 9. Then we can get 
the k-th element in the n-th row of the a6-based triangle if we add the 
k — 1-th elemetn in the n — 1-th row 6-times to the k-th element in the 
n — 1-th row a-times. If k — 1 < 0 or k > n — 1 (id est the element in the 
n — 1-th row does not exist according to the traditional implementation) 
then we consider this element to be 0 (Figure 2.). The indices in the rows 
and columns of the triangle run from 0. 
1 
4 7 
16 56 49 
64 336 588 343 
Figure: 2: The -based triangle 
Example . In the third row of the 47-based triangle 64 = 7 • 0 + 4 • 16 
and 336 = 7 • 16 + 4 • 56. 
Propos i t ion 1. By positional addition from the n-th row of the ab-
based triangle we get the n-th power of ab(10a -f 6). 
Proof. From the expansion of (10a -f b)n we get 
(10a + 6)n = ^ a n 1 0 n + ^ a n - 1 6 1 0 n " 1 + - - - + ^ "
 1 ^ a 6 w _ 1 1 0 + 
This is exactly the number we get after positional addition from the n-th 
row. 
The structure of the a6-based triangle is relatively simple. We have the 
following. 
Propos i t ion 2. The k-th element in the n-th row of the ab-based 
1
 triangle is an~kbkCwhere (the number of combinations of n things 
taken k at a times) is the k the element in the n-th row of Pascal's Triangle. 
Proof . We prove by induction. In the first row we have a = a1 • 1 and 
b = bl • 1. Let us now assume, that the k — 1-th element in the n — 1-th row is 
an-kbk-ick-i a n d t h e k_th e l e m e n t in the n - 1-th row is an~k~1bkCk_l. 
Then the k-th element in the n-th row by definition is 




kbk (Ckl{ 4- Ck_x) = an~kbkCk. 
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Proposit ion 3. Connection with the binomial theorem. 
The elements in the n-th row of the ab-based triangle are the coefficients 
of the polynomials (ax -f by)n. 
Proof. If we substitute ax with 10a and by with b in the Proof of 
Proposition 1, and use that the k-th element in the n-th row of the ab-
based triangle is an~kbkCk we get the statement. 
Example. From the 47-based triangle (4x + 7y)3 = 64a;3 -f 336x2y + 
588xy2 + 343y3. 
The base-number of the triangle can consist of not only 2, but arbitra-
rily many digits. 
Definition. Let 0 < ao, a i , • • • ? am-2, ßm-i < 9 be integers. Then 
we can get the k-th element in the n-th row of the ao ß i a2 • • • a m - 2 ( l m - r 
based triangle if we multiply the k — ra-th element in the n — 1-th row by 
am-1, the k — m -f 1-th element in the n — 1-th row by ao, and add the 
products. If for some i we have k — m + i < 0 or k — m + i > n — 1 (id est 
some element in the n — 1-th row does not exists according to the traditional 
implementation) then we consider this element to be 0. The indices in the 
rows and columns of the triangle run from 0 (Figure 3.). 
1 
4 3 5 
16 24 49 30 25 
64 144 348 387 435 225 125 
Figure 3: The 435-based triangle 
R e m a r k s . In the above definition we can allow for the base-number 
not only 0 < ao, a \ , a 2 , . . . , a m _2, a m _ i < 9 digits, but arbitrary integers, 
rational and irrational numbers. Thus for example we can build triangles 
with base of root expressions (Figure 4.). 
l 
V2 V3 V5 
2 2\/6 2VTÖ+3 2v/15 5 
2V2 6^/3 6V5+9V3Ö 6v /3Ö+3\/3 9n/5+15 v"2 15N/3 5^5 
Figure 4: The \/2 \/3 y/b-based triangle 
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In the combinatorical literature the 11 . . . 1-based triangles (k pieces of 1 
digits) with name order k (Vilenkin [2]) or k-th Pascal's triangle (Gerőcs [3]) 
can be found. The authors gave this different definition because of different 
approach. 
Theorem 1. From the n-th row of the aQa\a2 ... am-2am-i-based tri-
angle after positional addition we get the n-th power of the base-number 
a^a\a2 .. . am_2flm-i is obviously in the first row of the triangle. 
Let us now assume, that in the n—1-th row (n > 1) we have the elements 
&o, b\, b2,..., 1, bp (where p equals to m | (m — 1 )(n — 2) — 1 = mn — m — 
71+1, because in the first row there are m pieces of elements and in every new 
row there are m — 1 pieces more), and from these elements with positional 
addition we get the n — 1-th power of the number aQü\a2 • • •am-2 a m-i-
Then we can write out ( a o 10 m _ 1 + a i lO m " 2 + • • • + a m _ 2 10 + a m _ i ) n as 
( M 0 P + M 0P + 6110p_1 + ••• + 6p_i 10 + frpJaolO™"1 
+ (6o10p + bi lO?"1 + • • • + bp_ jlO + bp)a! 10m" 2 
+ (6o10p + b r io? ' 1 + • • • + 6 p _i l0 + &p)am_210 
+ (6o10p + 10p—1 + • • • + 6p_x10 + &p)am_i. 
By adding these expressions (using that p = mn — m — n + 1) we get 
a o 6 o 10 m n " n + (fl06i + a i 6 o ) 1 0 m n - n - 1 + (a0b2 + fll6i + a 2 & o )10 m n - n - 2  
+ • • • + (am_i&0 + a m - 2 b i + a m _ 3 6 2 • • • + a l b m _ 2 + a o ö m - i ) 1 0 m n _ m " n " 1 
+ f- K - 2 b p + am_i&p_i)10 + am_iöp. 
And this is exactly the number we get after positional addition from the 
n-th row of the triangle. 
Consideration of effectivity. This method is easy to algorithmize, 
it is enough to store the proceeding row and the base-number to determine 
one row of the triangle. In the row we work with relatively small numbers 
(compare with the final result), and we have to multiply only with digits. Ho-
wever, to reach the n-th row we need to determine (2 + (n — l ) (m — 1)) j = 
0(n2m) elements. So obviously, if we need only the nthe power of the base-
number some other methods are more effective (Knuth [4]). However, if we 
need all the (non-negative integer) powers up to n of the base-number this 
method is competitive. It is especially interesting that with this method the 
first some powers of a base number of a few digits can even be determined 
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by heart. It is similar to some methods of by heart calculate artists (Surányi 
[5]). 
In Proposition 3 we have seen a connection of the aó-based triangle with 
the binomial theorem. Thus, we expect for the 00^1^2 • • - i m -2 a m-i"based 
triangle a relation with the polynomial theorem. However, the structure of 
the latter triangle is much more complicated. See for example the triangle 
with abc base-number (Figure 5.) The elements in the n-th row are some 
sums of the coefficients of the polynomials (ax + by + cz)n. 
1 
a b c 
a
2
 2a b 2 ac+b2 2 be c2 
a 3 2a 2 6 3 a 2 c + 3 a ó 2 6abc+b3 3 a c 2 + 3 6 2 c 36c 2 c 3 
Figure 5: The abc-based triangle 
To discover the connection of the general triangle with the polynomial 
theorem we need the following. 
Definition. For the digits of the base-number let he weight of a digit be 
its distance from the centerline. So w(ao) = —w(am-i),w(ai) = —w(am-2)) 
etc. If the base number is odd, then w(a^ m _iy 2 ) = 0. Let the unit of the 
weights be the distance of two neighbouring elements in the triangle, id est 
w(ai) = w(ai+1) = 1. 
Example. In the a&c-based triangle w(a) = —1, w(b) = 0 and u;(c) — 1, 
in the a&cd-based triangle w(a) — —1.5, w{b) = —0.5, w(c) = 0.5 and 
w(d) = 1.5. 
We would like to extend this idea to the elements of the other rows. 
Because the elements of the triangle are sums, consider first the parts of 
them. For such an expression let the weight of the part be the sum of the 
weights of its digits. If a digit is on the z-th power then we count its weight 
i-times. 
Example. One part of the third element in the third row of the abc-
based triangle is 3a2c (Figure 5.). For this expression we have g(3a2c) = 
2 w(a) + w(c) = -1. 
Lemma 1. In an element of the general triangle the weights of the 
parts are identical, and this weight is the distance of the element from the 
centerline. 
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Proof. We get this result by induction immediately from the construc-
tion of the triangle. 
Lemma 2. Let us consider an expression n^aj1 • • • am*-i > 
which i'o + «1 + • • • + im-2 + im-1 = n• Then we can find this expression 
with some coefficient as a part of the element with the same weight in the 
n-th row of the general triangle. 
Proof. Let us assume indirectly that this expression does not exist in 
the n-th row of the general triangle as a part of the element with corres-
ponding weight. We should get this expression from parts of elements of the 
previous row 
( n i 0 - 1 „ » 1 . . . ' m - 2 í m - l „ l ' o - t i - l . . . t m - 2 « « - 1 
V^O "1 m—2 " m —1 ' " 0 " 1 m — Z ™m — 1 1 
a 0 a l m — 2 m —1 ' 0 1 m —2 m —1 
with multiplication (by ao, a i , . . . , am_2, a m - i )• Thus, these parts of the 
elements can't exist in the previous row. Proceeding backwards with this 
method we conclude that in the first line some digits of the base-number do 
not exist, and this is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3. For the coefficient e of the expression eaLQ a\x • • -(L™l{ with 
io + ú + •"' + im-1 = n in the n-th row of the general triangle we have 
e = si  io!il!'"tm-l! • 
Proof. We prove with induction. In the first row the statement is true. 
Let us now assume that in the n— 1-th row there axe the following expressions 
as parts of the elements: 
e o f l S 0 " 1 « ! 1 - - - ^ , e i f l S S 1 - 1 - " « ! : : ; e ^ a ^ - . - C r r N 
with coefficients 
(n — 1)! (n — 1)! 
e0 = T~- TTT7-i : r 7 e i (»0 - l)!*i!---*m-i! ' i0!(h - 1)! • • - im- i ! 
«o!»l!- • -(im-i - 1)! 
(by the induction assumption). Thus, the coefficient e of the expression 
ea
lQ a1^ • • • a™l[ is the sum of the coefficients e* (0 < i < m — 1) 
( n - l ) ! 
e = e0 + ei + f- e m _ i = — 
( « o - l ) ! ( t i - l ) ! - - - ( » m - i - l ) ! 
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+ — : : + • • •+-
(TO - 1)! A'o + i\ 4 h *m-l \ 
( i 0 - l ) ! ( z i - l ) ! - . . ( i m _ i - 1 ) ! V »0*1 •••»m-1 / 
By these three Lemmas we have proved the following. 
Theorem 2. The elements in the n-th row of the 00^1^2 * • • im-2öm-i -
based triangle are exactly the sums of the coefficients of the polynomial 
(a0x0 + aixi +azx2 H I a + am_ixm_i)n, in which the weights 
of the parts are identical. 
Like among the binomial coefficients in Pascal's triangle (for example 
Edwards [1] and Vilenkin [2]), in the general triangle there are also interes-
ting connecitons among the elements. One of them comes immediately from 
the second Theorem. 
Corollary. In the n-th row of the a o ^ i ^ • • • -2^m-i -based triangle 
the sum of the elements (with normal addition) is (ao -f a\ -f 02 + • • • + 
a
m-2 + «m-i )n • 
Proof. If we set in the polynomial 
(a0£o + a\X\ + a2x2 + b am_2xm-2 + am-ixm-i)n, 
1 = xq = xi = X2 — ••• — x m -2 — x m - i> then from Theorem 2 in 
the TO-th row of the triangle there are the coefficients of the "polynomial" 
(a0 + fli + a2 + H am-2 + flm-1)2-
Remark. In Pascal's triangle from this Corollary we get the well known 
combinatorical equality 
Another possibiHty to power polynomials is that we extend the property 
for the general triangle, that the elements in the TO-th row of Pascal's Triangle 
are the coefficients of the binomial 1 + x. 
Propos i t ion 4. The elements in the n-th row of the general triangle 





 -f am_ixm-1)n, the k-th element is the coefficient of xk. 
Proof . We prove by induction. In the first row the statement is true. 
Let us now assume, that in the TO — 1-th row there are the coefficients of the 
. W ;„UA-KGKR T 
j Könyv: QC2 , C t Q { 
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polynomial (a0 + o,\x + a2x2 + 1- am-2xm~2 + a m _ i x m ~ l ) n _ 1 , the k-th 
element is the coefficient of xk. If we multiply this polynomial by do + d\X + 
a2x
2




 -f a m _ i ® m - 1 , and add up the results (similarly as 
in the proof of Theorem 1), we get the n-th power of the basic polynomial. 
But according to the forming rules of the triangle, the coefficients of this 
polynomial are exactly the elements of the n-th row. 
Example. Prom the third row of the 435-based triangle (Figure 3.) 
(4 + 3a: + 5x2)3 = 64 + 144a: + 348a:2 + 387a:3 + 435a:4 + 225a:5 + 125a:6. 
Consideration of effectivity. The powering of polynomials is consi-
derably more complex operation as powering of (integer) numbers. However, 
the consideration above applies here, too. So if we need only the n-th power 
of the base-polynomial some other methods are more effective (Knuth [4], 
Geddes [6].) However, if we need all the (non-negativ integer) powers up to 
n then this method is competitive. 
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On some connections be tween Legendre symbols 
and continued f ract ions 
ALEKSANDER GRYTCZUK 
A b s t r a c t . In this note we give a complement of some results of Friesen given in [2] 
about some connections between Legendre symbols and continued fractions. 
1. Introduction 
In the paper [1] P. Chowla and S. Chowla gave several conjectures 
concerning continued fractions and Legendre symbols. Let d — pq, where 
p,q are primes such that p = 3 (mod 4), q = 5 (mod 8) and let y/d = 
[go; q\, .. ., qsj be the representation of y/d as a simple continued fraction. 
s 
Denote by S = Then P. Chowla and S. Chowla conjectured the 
i=i 
following relationship: = (— l ) s , where is the Legendre's symbol. 
This conjecture has been proved by A. Schinzel in [3]. Further interesting 
results for d = pq = 1 (mod 4) and for d — 2pq was given by C. Friesen in 
[2]. From his results summarized in the Table 1 on page 365 of [2] it follows 
that in the following cases: p ~ 3 (mod 8 ) ,q = 1 (mod 8) or p = 7 
(mod 8), q = 1 (mod 8) or p = 1 (mod 8), q = 3 (mod 8) or p = 1 
(mod 8), q = 7 (mod 8) are not known a connection between Legendre's 
symbol and the representation of ^ /pq as a simple continued fraction. In this 
connection we prove the following Theorem: 
Theorem. Let d — pq ~ 3 (mod 4) and yfpq — [qo; q\, . . ., qs], then 
s = 2m; cm = 2, p , q; and 
Í ? ) = i f C m = p 
.where cm is defined by the following recurrent formulas: 
, bm + bm+i = cmqm, d = pq = b2m+1 + c m c m + i . qm 
qo + b7 
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2. Proof of the Theorem 
In the proof of the Theorem we use the following lemmas: 
Lemma 1. Let \fd = [<?o5 <Zi > • • • ? Qs] be the representation of \fd as a 
simple continued fraqtion. Then 
(1) qn ^ ^ , bn + bn+1 = cnqn, d = b2n+1 + cncn+1, for any integer 
n> 0 
(2) if s = 2r + 1 then minimal number k, for which ck = c^+i is k = 
(3) if s = 2r then minimal number k, for which b^ = is k = ^ 
(4) 1 < cn < 2 \ f d , for 1 < n < s — 1 
(5) P2-\ - dQn-1 = (—l)ncn) where Pn/Qn is n-th convergent of \[d. 
This Lemma is a collection of the well-known results of the theory of 
continued fractions. 
Lemma 2. Let \fd — [goi <7i, • • •, qs]- The equation x2 — dy2 = —1 is 
solvable if and only if the period s is odd. Moreover, if p = 3 (mod 4) and 
p is a divisor of d then this equation is unsolvable. 
This Lemma is well-known result given by Legendre in 1785. 
For the proof of the Theorem we remark that by the condition d = 
pq = 3 (mod 4) it follows that p = 3 (mod 4) or q = 3 (mod 4) and 
consequently from Lemma 2 we obtain that the period s — 2m. From (5) of 
Lemma 1 we get 
(6) P2m-x -pqQ2m-i =(-l)mcm. 
On the other hand by (1) and (3) of Lemma 1 it follows that 
(7) 2bm+i - qmcm: d - p q - b2m+l + cmcm+1. 
From (7) we obtain 
(8) 4pq = cm(q^cm + 4cm+1). 
By (8) it follows that cm = l,2,4,p, q,pq,2pq,4pq. Using (4) of Lemma 1 
we get that cm = 1 ,2 ,4 ,p ,q . If cm = 1 then it is easy to see that (6) is 
impossible. If cm = 4 then from (6) we obtain 
(9) e2m-i - pqQl-i = ( - I ) M 4 . 
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Since ( P m _ i , Q m _ i ) = 1 then by (9) it follows that Pm-i and Qm-i are 
odd and consequently we obtain P ^ - i = QM-I = 1 (mod 4). Since pq = 3 
(mod 4) then by (9) it follows that 1 = = pqQ2m_l + ( - l ) m 4 = 3 
(mod 4) and we get a contradiction. Therefore, we have cm = p,q,2. Let 
cm—p then from (6) we obtain 
(10) pX2 - qQ2m= ( - 1 ) - , where P m = pX. 
Prom (10) and the well-known properties of Legendre's symbol we obtain 
( ? ) - m - ( T ) 
In similar way, for the case cm = q we get 
(12) 
By (12) and the reciprocity law of Gauss we obtain 
f P \ . . P-1 s + q-l 
( . 9 / = 
ff c m = 2 then by (6) it follows that ) = ( 2 ( ~ t j i r ) = 1. Hence, in 
virtue of pq = 3 (mod 4) we obtain f 2 = ( — l ) m and the proof is 
complete. 
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Remark on Ankeny, Ar t in and Chowlá con jec tu re 
ALEKSANDER GRYTCZUK 
A b s t r a c t . In this paper we give two new criteria connected with well-known and 
still open conjecture of Ankeny, Artin and Chowla. 
Introduction 
In the paper [2] Ankeny, Artin and Chowla conjectured that, if p = 1 
(mod 4) is a prime and £ — 1/2(T + Uy/p) > 1 is the fundamental unit of the 
quadratic number field K = Q(^/p) then p\U. It was shown by Mordell [5] in 
the case p = 5 (mod 8) and by Ankeny and Chowla [3] for the remaining 
primes p = 1 (mod 4) that p \ U if and only if p\Bp^±> where is 
2n-th Bernoulli number. Another criterion has been given by T. Agoh in 
[1]. Beach, Williams and Zarnke [4] verified the conjecture of Ankeny, Artin 
and Chowla for all primes p < 6270713. Sheingorn [6], [7] gave interesting 
connections between the fundamental solution (xo,yo) of the non-Pellian 
equation 
(1) x2 — py2 = —1, p = 1 (mod 4), p is a prime 
and the manner of the reflection lines on the modular surface and also of 
the yjp Riemann surface. We prove the following two theorems: 
Theorem 1. Let p = 1 (mod 4) be a prime and p = b2 +c 2 . Moreover, 
let yjp — [fjo; i/i, i /2, . . . , r/s] be the representation of ^Jp as a simple continued 
fraction and let (Xo,yo) be the fundamental solution of (1). Then p \ yo if 
and only if p \ cQr + bQr_i and p | Qr — cQr-\, where r — and PnIQn 
is n-th convergent of yjp. 
Theorem 2. Assume that the assumptions of the Theorem 1 are sa-
tisfied. Then p \ yo if and only if p \ 4bQrQr-i — ( - l ) r + 1 , where r = 
and Pn/Qn is n-th convergent of ^/p. 
Basic Lemmas 
Lemma 1. Let \/d = [go; Qi, • • •, Qs] be the representation of \/d as a 
simple continued fraction. Then 
(2 ) qn = 
<7o + b7 ? bn + frn+i — cngn, d — b2n+l + cncn_f_i 
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(3) if s = 2r + 1 then minimal number k, for which c^+i — c^ is k = 
(4) d Q n - 1 = b n P n - i + c n P n _ 2, 
(6) -Pn-i = bnQn-1 + CnQn—2 j 
( 7 ) - d g U -
where P n j Q n is the n-th convergent of \fd. 
This Lemma is a collection of well-known results of the theory of con-
tinued fractions. 
Prom Lemma 1 we can deduce for the case d = p = 1 (mod 4) and 
r = —" the following: 
L e m m a 2» Let p = 1 (mod 4) be a prime and let yjp — [<?o; qi, • • •, Qs], 
where s = 2r + 1 tiien 
(8) p = b2r+l + c2 = b2 + c2; br+1 = b, cr = c 
(9) = + cP r _! 
(10) P r - bQr + cQ r_ 1 
(11) P r _ i - cQr -
( 1 2 ) PrQr-l - QrPr-l = ( - 1 )r+1 
( is) p 2 - p g 2 = ( - i r + 1 c 
(14) P ^ - p Q ^ = ( - l ) r C 
(15) 
L e m m a 3. Let \[d — [go; qi, • • •, qs} and s = 2r + 1, then Qs-\ — 
2 1 2 
P s — 1 — PrQr ~f~ 1 V —1 Qr—1 • 
Proof . First we prove that for k = 1 , 2 , . . . , we have 
( 1 6 ) 1 = Q f c Q s - ( f c + l ) + Qk-lQs-(k+2). 
Really, since qs_ 1 = qx, Q1 = qx, Q0 = 1 then we obtain Q s _ i = qs_i Q s _ 2 + 
Qs-3 = QiQs-2 + QoQs-3 and (16) is true for k = 1. Suppose that (16) is 
true for k = m, i.e. 
(17) Qs-1 = g m^i s —(m + l) 
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Then, for k = m + 1 in virtue of Qs-(m+i) — Qs-(m+i)Qs-m-2 + Qs — m—ó 
and 9 s _ ( m + 1 ) = qm+i we get Qa-(m+i) = qm+iQs-m-2 +Qs-m-3- By (17) 
and the last equality it follows that Qs—\ = Qm+iQs-m-2 + Q mV s — m — ó 
and inductive proof of (16) is finished. Putt ing k = ^y^ and ovbserving that 
s - k - 1 = s - k - 2 = ^ - 1, we ob at in Q s _ i = Q 2 3 l + q 2 _ i . i i i —j— 
In similar way we obtain that Ps-\ = PrQr + Pr-iQr-i a^d the proof of 
Lemma 3 is complete. 
Proof of Theorems 
Proof of T h e o r e m 1. Suppose that p \ y o . Then by (13) of Lemma 2 
we have 
(18) c = (-l)r+1(P2r -pQl). 
Prom Lemma 2 we also obtain 
(19) b = ( - 1 Y+l(pQrQr-l - PrPr-l). 
Let L = cQr + 6Q r _i . Then by (18) and (19) it follows that 
(20) L = ( - l ) r + 1 (Pr(PrQr ~ Pr-lQr-l) ~ pQr(Ql ~ Q\-1)) • 
On the other hand from Lemma 2 we have 
(21) PrQr - Pr — lQr — l = KQl + Qr-lb 
Substituting (21) to (20) we obtain 
(22) L = ( - 1 (bPr(Q2 + Ql_,) - pQr(Ql - Q 2 ^ ) ) . 
By Lemma 3 it follows that y0 = Qs-i = Q2r + Q2r_l and therefore from 
(22) we get p \ L. Prom (10) and (11) of Lemma 2 we have 
(23) P2 + P2_, = (bQr + cQr-i)2 + (cQr - bQr_x)2. 
On the other hand it is well-known the following indentity: 
(24) {bQr+cQr^)2 +{cQr-bQr_1)2 = {cQr+bQr^y+ibQr-cQr^)2. 
Prom (23) and (24) we obtain 
(25) P2 + P2_, = (cQr + 6 g r _ 0 2 + (bQr - cQr-i)2 
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From (15) of Lemma 2 and the assumption that p \ yo we obtain 
(26) p2 \P2r+P2r_x. 
By (25), (26) and the fact that p | L,L = cQr + it follows that 
P I bQr — cQr_i. Now, we can prove the converse of the theorem. Assume 
that 
(27) p\cQr + bQr-i, p I bQr — cQr-i. 
Prom (15) of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we obtain 
(28) P2 + P2_x = p(Q2r + Q2T_X) = pQs= py0. 
By (27) and (25) it follows that p2 \ P2 + P2_x and therefore from (28) we 
get p I y0. The proof of the Theorem 1 is complete. 
Proof of the T h e o r e m 2. Prom Lemma 3 we have P s _i = PrQr + 
Pr-iQr-i • Substituting (10) and (11) of Lemma 2 to this equality we obtain 
(29) P s _! - b(Q2r - Q2r_x) + 2cQrQr.1. 
By (29) easily follows that 
(30) P2_,+l = b2(Q2r-Q2r_1)2+4bcQrQr^l(Q2r-Q2r_l) + 4c2Q2rQ2r_l+l. 
On the other hand from Lemma 2 we can deduce that 
(31) c(Q2r - Q l + ( - l ) r + 1 - 2&Q rQ r_i. 
Prom (30) and (31) we obtain 
(32)
 C
2 ( ^ 2 - i + l ) = (b2+c2) (4(ü2 + c2)QIqI_1 — 4b(—l)r+1 QrQr-i + l ) . 
Since ( x 0 , y 0 ) = (Ps-i,Qs-i) then P 2_ t + 1 = pQ\_x. Suppose that p \ y0. 
Then we have 
(33) P 3 \ P h + I-
By (33) and (32) it follows that 
(34) p\4bQrQr.l-(-l)r+\ 
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because p = b2 + c2. Now, we can assume that the relation (34) is satisfied. 
Using (32) we obtain 
(35) p2 I c 2 (P jU + 1). 
Since p = b2 + c2 and (p, c) = 1, by (35) it follows that 
(36) p2 I PU + I-
But P2_i + 1 = pQl-i and consequently from (36) we obtain p \ Qs~\, 
Qs-i = yo- The proof of the Theorem 2 is complete. 
Prom Theorem 1 we obtain the following: 
Corollary. Let (xq , yo) be fundamtental solution of the equation x2 — 
py2 = — 1, where p = 1 (mod 4) is a prime such that p = b2 + c2 and let 
yjp = [i?o; <?i j <72j • • • 5 <?s]> 5 = 2r + 1 be the representation of yfp as a simple 
continued fraction. If p | yo then ordp(cQ r — 6Q r_i) = 1 or ordp(bQ r — 
cQr-1) = 1. 
Proof. If p I yo then by the Theorem 1 it follows that a = ord p (cQ r + 
bQr_I) > 1 and ß = ordp(bQ r — cQr_i) > 1. Suppose that a > 2 and ß > 2. 
Then we have 
(37) p2 I cQr + 6Q r_i , p2 \ bQr - cQr-i. 
Prom (37) we obtain p2 | c2Qr + bcQr-i and p2 \ b2Qr — bcQr-\. Hence 
(38) p2 I (b2 +c2)Qr. 
Since p = b2 + c2 then by (38) it follows that p | Qr. By y0 = Qs-1 = 
Ql + Qr-i ^ ^ virtue of p I yo, p \ Qr we get p \ Qr-i- On the other hand 
from Lemma 2 we have PT — bQr + cQr_\ and therefore we obtain p | Pr. 
Hence we have p | PT and p \ Qr, which is impossible because ( P r , Q r ) = 1. 
The proof is complete. 
Remark. If the representation of \fd as a simple continued fraction 
has the period 5 = 3 then d\yo, where (xo,yo) is the fundamental solution 
of the non-Pellian equation x2 — dy2 = —1. Really, putting s = 3 in Lemma 
3 we obtain 
(39) y0 = Ql + Ql = l + ql 
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On the other hand it is well-known (see, [8]; Thm. 4, p. 323) that all natural 
numbers d, for which the representation of \fd as a simple continued fraction 
has the period s — 3 are given by the formula: 
2 
(40) d ( ( q l + l ) * + f j +2<?ifc + l , 
where qi is an even natural number and k — 1, 2 , 3 , . . . Suppose that d | y0, 
then we have d < y0. By (39) and (40) it follows that d > yo and we get a 
contradiction. 
From this observation follows that A-A-C conjecture is true for all 
primes p = 1 (mod 4), having the representation in the form (40). 
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Some congruences concerning second 
order linear recurrences 
JAMES P. JONES and PÉTER KISS* 
A b s t r a c t . Let Un and Vn (n=0,l ,2, . . . ) be sequences of integers satisfying a second 
order linear recurrence relation with initial terms U0= 0, Ui=l, V0=2, Vx =A. In this paper 
we investigate the congruence properties of the terms Unk and V^*, where the moduli are 
powers of Un and V„. 
Let Un and Vn (n — 0,1, 2 , . . . ) be second order linear recursive sequ-
ences of integers defined by 
Un = AUn-i - BUn-2 {n > 1) 
and 
Vn = AVn-i - BVn-2 [n > 1), 
where A and B are nonzero rational integers and the initial terms are Uq = 0, 
Ui = 1, V0 = 2, V\ — A. Denote by a , ß the roots of the characteristic 
equation x2 - Ax B = 0 and suppose D = A2 - 4i? / 0 and hence that 




 - 3n 
(1) Un = — and Vn = a n + / T 
a - ß 
for any n > 0. 
Many identities and congruence properties are known for the sequences 
Un and Vn (see, e.g. [1], [4], [5] and [6]). Some congruence properties are 
also known when the modulus is a power of a term of the sequences (see [2], 
[3], [7] and [8]). In [3] we derived some congruences where the moduli was 
I73, V2 or V3. Among other congruences we proved that 
Unk = k B n ^ U n (mod/7 3 ) 
* Research supported by the Hungarian Nat ional Research Science Foundat ion , Opera-
ting Grant Number O T K A T 16975 and 020295. 
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when k is odd and a similar congruence for even k. In this paper we extend 
the results of [3]. We derive congruences in which the moduli are product 
of higher powers of Un and Vn. 
Theorem. Let Un and Vn be second order linear recurrences defined 
above and let D = A2 - AB be the discriminant of the characteristic equa-
tion. Then for positive integers n and k we have 
1 . Unk=kB^TLnUJl + k { k l ~ l ) DBh^lnUl (mod D2U*)} k odd , 
2 . Unk = $BäTlnVnUn + kikl-*) DBL*±nVnuZ (mod D2VnU5n), k even , 
3 . Vnk =k(-l) B Vn + klkl~l> ( - 1 (mod V„5), k o d d , 
4 . Vnk=2(-l)^ + BLilnV2 (mod V*), k even, 
5 . (mod UnV*), k o d d , 
6 . U n k = t ( - l ) ä ^ B ä ^ l n U n V n + k < ' k l f * ) { - l ) ^ B ! ^ ± n U n V * (mod U n V £ ) f k even, 
7 . Vnk=Bk^nVn + *^±DBkTlnVnUl (mod D2VnU*), k odd , 
8 . Vnk=2B^n + ^ - B ä ^ l n DU2n (mod D2U*), k even . 
We note that the congruences of [3] follow as consequences of this the-
orem. 
For the proof of the Theorem we need some auxiliary results which are 
known (see e.g. [6]) but we show short proofs for them. In the followings we 
suppose that A > 0 and hence that 
A + yJ~D , _ A-VD 
« = 2 ß = 2 ' 
so that a - ß = y/~D, a + ß - A, aß = B and hence by (1) 
a n - Qn (2) u n = - J -
Lemma 1. For a n j integer n > 0 we have 
U3n = 3UnBn + DUl 
Proof. By (2), using that a/3 — we have to prove that 
a
3n
-ß3n an - ßn .
 mn n/a"-/?nN3 3 fan - Q \ 
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which follows from a 3 n - ß3n = 3 (a n - ßn)anßn + (an - ß n f . 
Lemma 2. For any non-negative integers m and n we have 
Um+2n = VnUm + n ~ BnUm. 
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1, 
„,771+271 _ ftm+2n _m+n _ ßm + n ,vm _ oi 
= ( a n + / T ) ~ M ) n 
y/D y/D ^[D 
is an identity which by (1) and (2), implies the lemma. 
Lemma 3. For any n > 0 we have 
V2n = 2Bn + DUl = V2 - 2Bn and U2n = UnVn. 
Proof. The identities 
/yvn — fln\2 r\2n — fl2n rvn — fln 
a
2n
 + ß2n = 2(aß)n + D and " j * = + ^ 
prove the lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem. We prove the first congruence of the Theorem 
by double induction on k. For k = 1 and k = 3, by Lemma 1, the congruence 
is an identity. Suppose the congruence holds for k and k -f 2, where k > 1 
is odd. Then by Lemma 2 and 3 we have 
Un(k+4) — Unk+in = Unk+2n ~ B Unk 
(3) = (2Bn + DU2n)Un{k+2) ~B2nUnk 
= (2B n + DUl)Q - B2nR (mod D2U'*), 
where 
(4) Q = (k + 2)B^Un + »)'-!)  
and 
(5) R = kB^nUn + ' ^ D B ^ U l 
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After some calculation (3), (4) and (5) imply 
(6) Un{k+4) EE UnT + U*s (mod D2Ul), 
where 
Jfe+3 ( k - M ) - l 
T = (2(k + 2) - k)B~n = (k + 4 )B —2— 
and 
fc±i (A; + 2) ((A; + 2)2 - 1)
 fc+i 5 = (k + 2)DB~n + 2 MV 1 -DB* 
_ k(k2 - 1) *±in = (A+ 4) ((fc + 4)2 - 1) ( L i ^ n 
24 24 
and so by (6), 
^n(Jt+4) = (* + 4 ) B { ± ± ^ U n 
(k + 4) ((/c + 4)2 - l)
 (fc+4)-3 , , , . 
+ V
 2 4 DB-^~nUl (mod D2Ul). 
Hence the congruence holds also for k + 4 and for any odd positive integer 
k. 
The other congruences in the Theorem can be proved similarly using 
Lemma 1, 2, 3 and the identities 
U2n — VnUn, 
V2n = V,I — 2Bn = 2Bn + DU2, 
Uzn = UnV2 - BnUn, 
F3n - Vn3 - 3BnVn = BnVn + DVnU2, 
Utn = UnV* -2BnUnVn, 
F4n = V* - ABnV2 + 2B2n. 
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P u r e powers in recurrence sequences 
KÁLMÁN LIPTAI* and TIBOR TÓMÁCS 
A b s t r a c t . Let G be a linear recursive sequence of order k satisfying the recursion 
G„ = A 1 G n _ H MfcG„_jfc. In the case k=2 it is known that there are. only finitely many 
perfect powers in such a sequence. 
Ribenboim and McDaniel proved for sequences with /c=2, G 0 = 0 and G^—l that in 
general for a term Gn there are only finitely many terms Gm such that GnGm is a perfect 
square. P. Kiss proved that for any n there exists a number q0, depending on G and n, 
such that the equation GnGx=wq in positive integers x,w,q has no solution with x>n 
and q>qo• We show that for any n there are only finitely many x\,x2,--.,Xk ,x,w,q positive 
integers such that Gn GXl •••GXf, Gx =wq and some conditions hold. 
Let R = R(A, B, Rq, Ri) be a second order linear recursive sequence 
defined by 
Rn = ARn-i + BRn-2 (n > 1), 
where A, B, Rq and Ri are fixed rational integers. In the sequel we assume 
that the sequence is not a degenerate one, i.e. a j ß is not a root of unity, 
where a and ß denote the roots of the polynomial x2 — Ax — B. 
The special cases R( 1,1, 0,1) and R(2,1, 0,1) of the sequence R is called 
Fibonacci and Pell sequence, respectively. 
Many results are known about relationship of the sequences R and per-
fect powers. For the Fibonacci sequence Cohn [2] and Wylie [23] showed 
that a Fibonacci number Fn is a square only when n = 0,1, 2 or 12. Pethő 
[12], furthermore London and Finkelstein [9,10] proved that Fn is full cube 
only if n = 0,1, 2 or 6. From a result of Ljunggren [8] it follows that a Pell 
number is a square only if n — 0,1 or 7 and Pethő [12] showed that these 
are the only perfect powers in the Pell sequence. Similar, but more gene-
ral results was showed by McDaniel and Ribenboim [11], Robbins [19,20] 
Cohn [3,4,5] and Pethő [15]. Shorey and Stewart [21] showed, that any non 
degenerate binary recurrence sequence contains only finitely many perfect 
powers which can be efHctively determined. This results follows also from a 
result of Pethő [14]. 
Research supported by the Hungarian Nat ional Research Science Foundat ion, Operat ing 
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Another type of problems was studied by Ribenboim and McDaniel, For 
a sequence R we say that the terms Rm, Rn are in the same square-class if 
there exist non zero integers x, y such that 
Rm% — RnV 1 
or equivalently 
RmRji — t 5 
where t is a positive rational integer. 
A square-class is called trivial if it contains only one element. Riben-
boim [16] proved that in the Fibonacci sequence the square-class of a Fibo-
nacci number Fm is trivial, if m ^ 1,2, 3, 6 or 12 and for the Lucas sequence 
L( 1 ,1,2,1) the square-class of a Lucas number Lm is trivial if m / 0 ,1 ,3 
or 6. For more general sequences R(A, B, 0,1), with (A, B) = 1, Ribenboim 
and McDaniel [17] obtained that each square class is finite and its elements 
can be effectively computed (see also Ribenboim [18]). 
Further on we shall study more general recursive sequences. 
Let G = G(Ai,..., A/-, G0, • • •, G/e-i) be a kth order linear recursive 
sequence of rational integers defined by 
Gn = A\Gn—i + A2Gn-2 + • • • + AkGn-k (n > k - 1), 
where and Go, • • •, Gk-\ are not all zero integers. Denote by 
a = cti, a2,..., as the distinct zeros of the polynomial xk — A\Xk~l — 
A2xk~2 — • • • — Afc. Assume that a , a2,..., a s has multiplicity l,m2,..., ms 
respectively and |a | > |ct^ ] for i = 2 , . . . , s. In this case, as it is known, the 
terms of the sequence can be written in the form 
(1) Gn = aan + r2(n)a% + • • • + r s ( n ) < > 0) , 
where T{(i = 2, . . . , ő ) are polynomials of degree m; — 1 and the coeffici-
ents of the polynomials and a are elements of the algebraic number field 
Q(a , c*2,... , as). Shorey and Stewart [21] prowed that the sequence G does 
not contain qth powers if q is large enough. This result follows also from [7] 
and [22], where more general theorems where showed. 
Kiss [6] generalized the square-class notion of Ribenboim and McDaniel. 
For a sequence G we say that the terms Gm and G^n. are in the same qth-
power class if GmGn ~ wq, where w,q rational integers and q > 2. 
In the above mentioned paper Kiss proved that for any term Gn of the 
sequence G there is no terms Gm such that m > n and G n , Gm are elements 
of the same g th-power class if q sufficiently large. 
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The purpose of this paper to generalize this result. We show that the 
under certain conditions the number of the solutions of equation 
GnG XxG x2 • • • GXkGx = wq 
where n is fixed, are finite. 
We use a well known result of Baker [1]. 
Lemma. Let 71,..., jv be non-zero algebraic numbers. Let Mi,.. ., Mv 
be upper bounds for the heights of 7 1 , . . . , 7 v , respectively. We assume that 
Mv is at least 4. Further let b\,... ,6^-1 be rational integers with absolute 
values at most B and let bv be a non-zero rational integer with absolute 
value at most B'. We assume that B' is at least three. Let L defined by 
L = bi log 7! + b M o g 7 „ , 
where the logarithms are assumed to have their principal values. If L 0, 
then 
|Z| > exp(—C(log B' log Mv + B/B')), 
where C is an effectively computable positive number depending on only 
the numbers M i , . . . , M v _ i , 71 , . . . ,~/ v and v (see Theorem 1 of [1] with 
= 1 IB'). 
Theorem. Let G be a kih order linear recursive sequence satisfying 
the above conditions. Assume that a / 0 and G{ / aal for i > tlq. Then 
for any positive integer n, k and K there exists a number qo, depending on 
n, G, K and k, such that the equation 
(2) GnGXlGX2 • • •GXkGx = wq (n < xi < • • • < xk < x) 
in positive integer X\, x2,..., xk, x, w, q has no solution with xk < Iin and 
Q > Qo-
Proof of the theorem. We can assume, without loss of generality, 
that the terms of the sequence G are positive. We can also suppose that 
n > no and n sufficiently large since otherwise our result follows from [20] 
and [7]. 
Let x i , x 2 , . . . , x k , x , w , q positive integers satisfying (2) with the above 
conditions. Let e m be defined by 
:= i r 2 ( m ) f ^ - ) m + i r 3 ( m ) f ^ ) m + - . . + i r s ( m ) f ^ ) m (m > 0). 
a \ a J a \ a / a \ a / 
38 
By (1) we have 
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qlog w = (k + 2)log a + ^n + x + ^ log a + log (1 + £n) 
k 
+ log(l + £x) + ^bg(l + ex.) 
i=1 
follows. It is obvious that x < n-\-x-(- ^ X{ < (k + 2)x. Using that log |1 -f£7 
i=i 
is bounded and lim - r i ( m ) ( S L i - ) m = 0 (i = 2 , . . . , 5), we have 
m -—i rv^ ^ \ Ot / 
(4) 
X X 
CL — < log w < c2 -
q q 
where C\ and c2 are constants. 
Let L be defined by 
L := log 
G nGX l G x 2 • • • GXk aa3 
= |log(l + £X)\. 
By the definition of £x and the properties of logarithm function there exists 
a constant C3 that 
(5) L < e -c3x 
On the other hand, by the Lemma with v = k + 4, Mk+4 = w,B' = q and 
B — x we obtain the estimation 
(6) L= q log to —log log GXi - l o g a-x log a ^ > e - C ( l o g q l o g u j + x / q ) 
where C depends on heights. By x^ < Kn heights depend on G n , . . . , Gj<n> 
i.e. on n, Ii,k and on the parameters of the recurrence. By (4), (5) and (6) 
we have c^x < C(log <7 log w + x/q) < C4 log q log w, i.e. 
(7) x < C5 log q log w 
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with some C3, 04,05. Using (4) and (7) we get ceqlogw < x < c5 log glog w, 
i.e. q < C7logg, where Cq and C7 are constants. But this inequality does not 
hold if q > g0 = qo{G, n, K, A;), which proves the theorem. 
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A general izat ion of an approx imat ion 
problem concerning linear recurrences 
BÉLA ZAY* 
A b s t r a c t . Let {£?„} be a linear recursive sequence of order i (>2) defined by Gn = 
A\Gn-i-\ h A t G n - t for n>t, where Ax,...,At and G0,...,Gt-1 are given rational inte-
gers. Denote by a^ ,a2, . . . ,a ( the roots of the polynomial xt — A-ixt~x At and suppose 
that | c* i |> |a , | for 2 < i < t . It is known that lim ° q + s — o^, where s is a positive integer. 
n—* oo n 
The quality of the approximation of a x by rational numbers in the case was 
investigated in several papers. Extending the earlier results we show that the inequality 
holds for infinitely many positve integers n with some constant c if and only if 
Let be a A;TH order (k > 2) linear recursive sequence defined 
by 
Gn ~ AiGn-i + A2Gn-2 H + AkGn-k for n > k, 
where A i , . . . , Afc, and G\,..., Gk are given rational integers with Ak ^ 0 
and G2 + • • • + G\_x ^ 0. Denote by « i , . . . , at the distinct roots of the 
characteristic polinomial 
f{x) = xk- Aixk~l Ak = {x- ai)m*(x - a2)m2 • • • (x - at)m<. 
Using the well known explicite form of the terms of linear recursive sequen-
ces, Gn can be expressed by 
t ( mi \ t 
« = E E a n n i ~ l K = E ( " ^ °) 
2 = 1 \j= 1 J i= 1 
x
 Research supported by the Hungarian National Research Science Foundation, Opera-
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where the coefficients ai j of polinomials P;(n) are elements of the algebraic 
number field <5(QI, • • •, We assume that the sequence G is a non dege-
nerate one, i.e. a\\ , a2i,..., atl are non zero algebraic numbers and ai/aj 
is not a root of unity for any 1 < i < j < t. We can also assume that 
Gn / 0 for n > 0 since the sequence have only finitely many zero terms 
and after a movement of indices this condition will be fulfilled. If |a i | < ai 
for i — 2, 3 , . . . , t than from (1) it follows that lim
 r"
+1
 = a\. In the case 
J l—• OO 
k = 2 the quality of the approximation of a\ by rational numbers G n + i /Gn 
was investigated some earlier papers (e.g. set [2], [*3], [4] and [5]). In the 
general case P. Kiss ([1]) proved the following result. Let G be a tth order 
linear recurrence with conditions | a i | > |a2 | > jct31 > ••• > |a t | , where 






holds for infinitely many positive integers n with some constant c if and 
only if k < where 
i o = 1 _ ^ 4 < 1 + 1 
log | a i | t — 1 
and the equation ko = 1 + jb[ c a n t>e held only if \At\ = 1 and |o;i | > |qt2I = 
• •• = |OÍ|. 
In [1] the following lemma was also proved. 
L e m m a . Let ß and 7 be complex algebraic numbers for which \ß\ — 
I7I = 1 and 7 is not a root of unity. Then there are positive numbers S and 
no depending only on ß and 7 such that 
\l + ßln\ > eÄlog 71 
for any n > no. 
In the case |a i | > (2 < i < t) it is clear that lim — a{ for 
n — + 0 0 n 
any fixed positive integer s. 
The purpose of this paper is the investigation of the quality of the 
G 
approximation of a( by rational numbers and to prove an extension 
of P. Kiss's theorem. 
T h e o r e m . Let G be a non degenerate kth order linear recurrence se-
quence with conditions: 
t 
löi I > 1^21 > l^l > I04 j > • • • > j, mi = m2 = 1, y ^mj — k 
»=1 
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(where mi is the multiplicity of a, in the characteristic polinomial of G) 







holds for infinitely many positive integers n with some positive constant c 
if and only if 
(3) r < tq — 1 log K l log jQi| 
We remark that in the case of 5 = 1, mi = • • • = mt = 1 we get the 
result of P. Kiss ([1]). In the next proof we shall use similar arguments wich 
was used by P. Kiss. 
Proof of the Theorem. Since rri\ — m2 = 1 the polinomials Pi(n) 
and P2(n) are non zero constants (denoted by a n and a2i respectively) and 
so by (1) we have 
G 
a, — 
n + s 
a 
«1 -
Pl{n + s)a?+s + • •+Pt{n + s)a?+s 
i M n K + • • + Pt(n)a? 
= G - l a 2 i (af - a | ) a £ + ~ + 
i = 3 
= C ; 1 a 2 1 ( a f - a 2 s K 
where 
H3{n) = 1 + E 
1=3 
( a i P i ( n ) - a f P i ( n + s))aJ 
«21 («1 - «2)^2 
Since Gn = a n a " ( l + dn), where lim dn — 0, (2) holds if and only if 
n—>00 
c\a2l(a[-as2)^Gr-l\H,(n) 
= c l a i f 1 ^ ! (af - a | ) ( l + dn)r~l | l ^ a p 1 |B H3{n) < 1. 
Denoting the second and the third factors of the last product by H\{n) and 
H2{n) respectively, (2) holds if and only if 
(4) cIh(n)H2(n)H3(n) < 1. 
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It is easy to see that 
e
Cl
 < H\ (n) < e°2 
holds with suitable real numbers ci, c2. 
Prom this it follows that 
(5) cehn+c> < cHx(n)H2(n) < eehn+aa 
where h = log a2 + (T* — 1) log c*i. 
If we assume that | a 2 | > la3| then lim cHi{n)Hz(n) = cc0, where 
n—* oo 
c0 = | o i f 1 a 2 i ( a f - a | ) | . 
Using the well known fact 
[ 0 , if r < ro = 1 - I ^ S 
lim H2(n) = lim a i a j = < i if r = r0 
n—»-oo n—••oo I 
I oo, if r > r0 
it is clear that (4) (and so (2), too) holds for infinitely many positive integers 
n with some positive constant c (0 < c < Cq1) if and only if r < r0. Now we 
assume that 
M > Kl = |«3| > ja4j > > |at| . 
Since ai is real and az/a.2 is not a root of unity a3 and a 2 are (not real) 
conjugate complex numbers and m2 = (i.e. m\ — ra2 = 1 = rnz and 
P3(n) = P3(n + 5) = a 3 i ) . Furthermore a2 1 a3i also are conjugate 
numbers since they are solutions of the system of linear equations 
t ( m i Gn =
 i 0 < n < k - I. 
i=1 \ i = l 
Hence a 3 ' 1 i° ! l~^! and ^ 4 are algebraic numbers with absolute value 1 
«2,1(0^-a*) a 2 0 
and so using the Lemma (proved by P. Kiss in [1]), we obtain the estimation 
l + a3i(af - a|) f a3 
a2i(af - a|) \a2 
with some positive real 6. 
y log n 
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But |a!j| < |c*21 for i > 4, so by the last inequality 
e~C3 log 71 ^ 
( 6 ) 
1
 +
 Q3(Q1 - a 3 ) ( 71 
+ £ 
i=4 
af P{(n) - a?Pí(n + s) ( a 
a2i(af - a|) «2 = ^ s ( n ) < 3 
with some C3 > 0 if n is large enough. 
By (5) and (6) we have 
(7) Cehn-c, l o g n + c x < c ^ ( n ) / / 2 ( n ) < C g A n + c 2 + l o g 3 _ 
(7) holds for infinitely many positive integers if and only if h < 0, which 
is equivalent to r < r0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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A note on the p roduc t s of t h e t e r m s 
of linear recurrences 
LÁSZLÓ SZALAY 
A b s t r a c t . For an integer u>l let (t=l,...,t/) be linear recurrences defined by 
GM=A[i)G™l + ---+Ali>Gn-ki (n>ki). 
In the paper we show that the equation 
dG(x\)---G(x1/J=swq, 
where d,s,w,q,x, are positive integers satisfying some conditions, implies the inequality 
q<qo with some effectively computable constant q0• This result generalizes some earlier 
results of Kiss, Pethő, Shorey and Stewart. 
1. Introduct ion 
Let GW = {G(n]}™= o = 1,2, . . . , z/) be linear recurrences of order k{ 
(.ki > 2) defined by 
(1) Gg) = A^G^ + • - • + A%G<tlki (n > ki), 
where the initial values G^ ( j = 0 , 1 , . . . , kz — 1) and the coefficients 
(I = 1,2, . . . , k i ) of the sequences are rational integers. We suppose, that 
/ 0 and there is at least one non-zero initial value for any recurrences. 
By a ^ = 7i, a ^ , . . . , a ^ we denote the distinct roots of the charac-
teristic polynomial 
Pi(x) = xki - A[^xk'~l  
of the sequence and we assume that t{ > 1 and |7;| > for j > 1. 
Consequently |7,| > 1. Suppose that the multiplicity of the roots 7; are 1. 
Then the terms of the sequences G ^ (i = 1 ,2 , . . ., v) can be written in the 
form 
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where ai ^ 0 are fixed numbers and p ^ ( j = 1 , 2 . . . , £;) are polynomials of 
Q t T i , " ! 0 , . . . , ^ ) ! « ] 
(see e.g. [8]). 
A. Pethö [4,5,6], T. N. Shorey and C. L. Stewart [7] showed that a 
sequence G(= G^) does not contain g-th powers if q is large enough. Similar 
result was obtained by P. Kiss in [2]. In [3] we investigated the equation 
(3) GxHy = wq 
where G and H are linear recurrences satisfying some condititons, and sho-
wed that if x and y are not too far from each other then q is (effectively 
computable) upper bounded: q < q^. 
2. Theorem 
Now we shall investigate the generalization of equation (3). Let d E Z 
be a fixed non-zero rational integer, and let pi,...,pt be given rational 
primes. Denote by S the set of all rational integers composed of p i , . . . ,pt: 
(4) 5 = {s E Z : 5 = ±p[> • • -p j ' , a E N} . 
In particular 1 E S (ei = • • • = et = 0). Let 
(5) G(xu...,xJ = G<»...G%> 
be a function defined on the set N " . By the definitions of the sequences 
Q takes integer values. With a given d let us consider the equation 
dQ(x 1,... ,xy) = swq 
,in positive integers w > 1, q, X{ (i = 1 ,2 , . . and 5 E S. We will show 
under some conditions for Q that q < qo is also fulfilled if q satisfies the equ-
ation above. Exactly, using the Baker-method, we will prove the following 
Theorem. Let Q[x\,..., x„) be the function defined in (5). Father let 
0 d E Z be a fixed integer, and let 6 be a real number with 0 < S < 1. 
Assume that G(xi,..., x„) / f j a^f' if X{ > tlq (z = 1, 2 , . . . , v). Then the 
i=1 
equation 
(6) dQ(x 1,..., x„) = swq 
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in positive integers w > 1 , q, X\,..., xu and s £ S for which Xj > ó m a x ^ a ; ; } 
( j = 1 , 2 , . . . , v), implies that q < q0, where qo is an effectively computable 
number depending on no, 6, \ ..., G^. 
3. Lemmas 
In the proof of our Theorem we need a result due to A. Baker [1]. 
Lemma 1. Let , "k2,..., 7i> be non-zero algebraic numbers of heights 
not exceeding M\, M2,..., Mr respectively (Mr > 4). Further let b\, b2,..., 
6r_i be rational integers with absolute values at most B and let br be a 
non-zero rational integer with absolute value at most B' (B' > 3). Suppose, 
that t>i log 7Tj / 0. Then there exists an effectively computable constant 
C = C(r, M\,..., M r _ 1 , 7 T i , . . . , 7r r ) such that 
(7) 22 bi logTT, > e -C( lo S M r l o E B' + f r ) ) 
t = 1 
where logarithms have their principal values. 
We need the following auxiliary result. 
Lemma 2. Let ci,...,ck be positive real numbers and 0 < S < 1 
be an arbitrary real number. Further let xi,...,xk be natural numbers 
with maximum value xm = max,{x,} (m £ { ! , . . . ,&}) . If Xj > Sxm ( j = 
1,..., k) and xm > xq then there exists a real number c > 0, which depends 
on k, ő, maxijc;} and xq, for which 
k 
e~CiXi ^ e-c(xi + --- + xk) _ e~cx (8) £ 
i-1 
where x = x\ + • • • + xk-
Proof of Lemma 2. Using the conditions of the lemma we have 
k k k 
Y^e~c'x' < Y^e-0'5*™ = J2e~d'Xm, 
i=l z = l i=1 
where d{ = ÖC{. If dm = mint-{</,•} then 
k 
^ ^
 e - d j X m ^ fce-dmxm __ glog k — dmxr 
t=l 
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Since x m > XQ , it follows that 
glog k — dm xm e-d*mxm _ e~ckxm e~cx 
with a suitable constant d* and. c = - f - . m k '  
4. Proof of the Theorem 
By Ci,c2,... we denote positive real numbers which are effectively com-
putable. We may assert, without loss of generality, that the terms of the 
also holds. 
Let us observe that it is sufficient to consider the case X{ > no (i = 
1, 2 , . . . , is). Otherwise, if we suppose that some x3 < no ( j E { 1 , 2 , . . . , v}) 
then xm = maxj jxi} cannot be arbitrary large because of the assertion 
Xj > 6x m . It means that we have finitely many possibilities to choose the 
i/-tuples (a ; ! , . . . , and the range of Q{x\,..., xv) is finite. So with a fixed 
d, if inequality (6) is satisfied then q must be bounded. 
In the sequel we suppose that X{ > n0 (i = 1 , 2 , . . . , u). Let ,. .., x„, 
w, q and s £ S be integers satisfying (6). We may assume that if 
then ej < q, else a part of 5 can be joined to wq. Using (2), from (6) we 
have 
(10) e-t e s= Pi •Pt 
( ( 0 / 
e n ) w = ( 7 * r i + — 
A consequence of the assumptions |7;| > (1 < j < tz) is that 
(12) whenever X{ —> oo. 
Hence there exist real constants 0 < S\ , . . . , ev < 1 such that 
i-l 
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a n d 
V V 
e i l l N " <swq < c2 N W -
1=1 1=1 
As before, leta; = a ; i + ' - - + a:I/ and applying (9) we may write 
log Cl + X log \~jv I < log s + q log w < log c2 + x log ^ |. 
Since log s > 0, we have 
(13) logc3 + x log \ju\ < qlogw < log c2 + zlog |7i| 
with c3 = From (13) it follows that 
(14) X x c4 - < log w < c5 -q q 
with some positive constants c4, C5. Ordering the equality (11) and taking 
logarithms, by the definition of £{ we obtain 
Q = log 
sw 
dUi=i killn logfl 2 = 1 ai \ H ) 
< 
1=1 i-1 
where Q / 0 if we assume, that xl > n0 for every i — 1, 2 , . . . , v, and c* is 
a suitable positive constant (i — 1 , 2 , . . . , v). Applying Lemma 2 and using 
the notation x = £1 + • • • + xv, it yields that 
(15) 







( 1 6 ) Q = log 5 + q log w - log d - log J J \a,i\ — xi log I711 xv\og\iv\ 
1=1 
where logs = ei.logp! + j- et\ogpt (see (10)). Now we may use Lemma 
1 with 7Tr = w = M r , since the ordinary heights of pj ( j = 1 , 2 , . . . , / ) , 
n r = 1 K'l and |7i| (i ~ 1, 2 , . . . ,*/) are constants. So i?' = q. In comparison 
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the absolute values of the integer coefficients of the logarithms in (16), we 





Combining (15) and (17) it yields the following inequality: 
(18) c6x < c7 ^logwlogg + ^ , 
and by (14) it follows that 
(19) c6x < c7 (log w log q + — log w ) < c8 log w log q V c4 J 
with some c8 > 0. Applying (14) again, we conclude that ^r<?log w < x and 
so by (19) 
(20) Cgq < log q 
follows. But (20) implies that q < qo, which proves the theorem. 
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The asympto t ic behavior of t h e real roots of 
Fibonacci-like polynomials 
FERENC MÁTYÁS* 
Abstract . The Fibouacci-like polynomials Gn(x) are defined by the recursive 
formula GT l(:r)=;rGn_1(:E)+Gn_2(:c) for n>2, where G0(a;) and Gi(;c) are given seed-
polynomials. In this paper the non-zero accumulation points of the set of the real ro-
ots of Fibonacci-like polynomials are determined if either both of the seed-polynomials 
are constants or G0(a;) = - a and Gx(x)=x±a ( a 6 R \ { 0 } ) . The theorems generalize the re-
sults of G. A. Moore and H. Prodinger who investigated this problem if G0(a;) = —1 and 
Gi(x) = a:-1, furthermore we extend a result of Hongquan Yu, Yi Wang and Mingfeng He. 
Introduction 
The Fibonacci-like polynomials G n (x ) are defined by the following man-
ner. For n > 2 
(1) Gn(x) = xGn-i(x) + Gn-2(x), 
where GQ(X) and are fixed polynomials (so-called seed-polynomials) 
with real coefficients. I f i t is necessary to denote the seed-polynomials, then 
we will use the notation GN(X) = Gn (GQ(X), G\ (a;), x), too. The polyno-
mials (?„((), 1, a;) are the original Fibonacci polynomials and the numbers 
G n ( 0 , l , l ) are the well-known Fibonacci numbers. 
Recently, G. A. Moore [5] investigated the maximal real roots g'n of 
the polynomials Gn( — l,x — 1,2:) and proved that g'n exists for every n > 1 
and lim g' = 3/2. (These numbers g' are called as "golden numbers". ) H. 
n—+ oo 
Prodinger [6] gave the asymptotic formula g'n ~ | + ( —l)n | | 4 ~ " Hongquan 
Yu, Yi Wang and Mingfeng He [3] investigated the limit of the maximal real 
roots g'n of polynomials Gn(—a, x - a, x) if a E R+. 
For brevity let us introduce the following notations. B denotes the set 
of the real roots of polynomials Gn(x) (n — 0,1, 2 , . . . ) and A denotes the 
set of the the accumulation points of set B. In [4] we investigated these sets. 
Research s u p p o r t e d by the Hungar ian N a t i o n a l Research Science F o u n d a t i o n , Opera-
t ing Grant N u m b e r O T K A T 020295 . 
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Although, the main result of [4] is formulated for seed-polynomials with 
integer coefficients but it is true for seed-polynomials with real coefficients, 
too. Since we are going to apply it, therefore we cite it as a lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let GQ{X) and Gi(x) be two fixed polynomials with real 
coefficients, Go(0) • Gi(0) ^ 0 and x0 E R %o G A if and only if one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(i) = 0; 
(») - S d = wfcy «"» < o; 
(in) x0 = 0, 
where 
, s x + Vx2 -f 4 x - yjx2 + 4 (2) a(x) = and = . 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic behavior 
of the elements of the set B in the cases of simple seed-polynomials. In 
our discussion we are going to use the following explicit formulae for the 
polynomial Gn{x) = Gn (Co(^), Ci(x), x). It is known that 
(3) Gn(x)=p(x)an(x)-q(x)ßn(x) 
for n > 0, where a(a:) and ß(x) are defined in (2), while 
_ G^x) - ß(x)G0(x) _ Gtfr)-«,(»)<?„(») 
P(X>- a(x)-ß{x) ^ q{X)~ a{x)-ß{x) ' 
These formulae can be obtained by standard methods or see in [2]. 
Since we want to investigate the roots of the polynomials Gn(x), the-




m Gi{x) - ß(x)G0(x) = / n 
U
 Gl(x) - a(x)Go(x) {x + V ^ T 4 j ' 
Let us consider the polynomial Gn (Go(x),Gi(x), x). It is obvious that 
Gn(0,0, ;r) is identical to the zero polynomial for every n > 0. Using (3) 
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the identities G„(0, x) = Gi{x) • G n (0 ,1 , x) and Gn (G0(x), 0,ar) = 
Go(x) • Gn(l,0, x) yield. But it is known from [2] and can be obtained 
easily from (4) that neither the Fibonacci polynomials G n (0 , l ,a ; ) nor the 
polynomials Gn(l,0,x) have real root x' except x' — 0 if n is even or 
odd, respectively. Therefore investigating the asymptotic behavior of the 
roots of polynomials Gn(Go(x)JGi(x),x) we can assume that the seed-
polynomials differ from the zero polynomial and at least one of them is a 
monic polynomial (since one can simplify the left-hand side of (4) with the 
leading coefficient of the polynomial G\(x) or 
Theorems and Proofs 
First of all we need the following lemma, which deals with the properties 
of the functions a(x) and ß(x) defined in (2). 
Lemma 2. (a), On the interval [0, oo) the function -y-^-y is continuous 
and strictly monotonically decreasing, its graph is convex and 1 > —t—- > 0. 
(b) On the interval (—oo,0] the function - ^ y is continuous and strictly 
monotonically decreasing, its graph is concave and 0 > j ^ j > — 1. 
Proof. By (2) it is obvious that the functions ^ y and - ^ y are conti-
nuous on the above mentioned intervals. The rest of the statement can be 
proved easily using the methods of differential calculus. 
Further on we deal with the set A if Co(a;) = 1 and G\{x) = a. In this 
case, using Lemma 1, the set A can be determined in a very simple manner. 
Theorem 1. Let a G R \ {0} and Gn{\,a,x) be Fibonacci-like poli-
nomials. If 0 < |a| < 1 then A \ {0} = { ^ V 1 } ; while in the case |a| > 1 
A \ { O } = 0. 
Proof. According to Lemma 1 to get the elements of the set A \ {0} 
we have to solve the equations 
2 
(5) - a - — — _ _ _ _ for x > 0 
x + Vx2 + 4 
and 
2 (6) -a = for x < 0. 
X — Y/X2 + 4 
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By Lemma 2 the functions —j-v = tUf= and -J^r = J , , , axe con-
tinuous, 1 > ^ y > 0 for any x > 0 and 0 > ^ y > - 1 for any x < 0, 
therefore 0 < \a\ < 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvabi-
lity of (5) and (6). Solving (5) and (6) we get that the single real root x0 
is = ^ - f 1 , where £ O > 0 i f - l < a < 0 and x 0 < O i f O < a < l . This 
completes the proof. 
In the following theorems we prove asymptotic formulae for those real 
roots gn of the polynomials Gn(—a,x ± a,x) which do not tend to 0 if n 
tends to infinity. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let GQ(X) = —A and G\(x) = x — a, where a 6 K \ {0}. 
If either a > 0 or a < - 2 then A \ {0} = Í }, while in the case 
- 2 < a < 0 we have A \ {0} = 0. Furthermore for large n 
q(q + 2) a(a2 + 2a + 2)2
 2 n 9n + - 1 7—rTm—rrrr' ' 
a + 1 (a + 1) (a + 2 ) 
Proof . According to Lemma 1, XQ 6 A \ {0} if and only if 
XQ — a 2 
7 — = ^ and x0 > 0 
a XQ + y/x20 + 4 
or 
Xq — a 2 
8 ) — = 7 = = a n d < 0 
a x0- Vxo + 4 
holds. Using the statements of Lemma 2 one can verify that (7) has a solu-
tion for XQ if and only if a > 0, while (8) has a solution for XQ if and only if 
a < —2. Solving (7) and (8) we get that 
a ( a + 2) 
xo = ~r~-
a -f 1 
To determine the asymptotic behavior of gn we apply (4), which in our case 
has the following form 
2 ( g n - a) + q (gn - yjg* + 4) ^ / gn - y/gl+l\ " 
2(gn -a) + a (gn -f y/g£+Í) \9n + y / f f l + 4 J 
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This will be much nicer when we substitute 
(9) gn = u - - . 
u 
Without loss of generality we can assume that u > 0 and we get the equality 
(10) ( r + t t + 1 3 ( t t " V = - ( - " a ) w -
Since XQ = u — ^ holds for u = a + 1 and u = — ^ y therefore it is plain to 
see that, for large n, (9) can only hold if u is either close to a + 1 or — ^ ry . 
In both cases this would mean that gn is close to x0 • 
Let us assume that u is close to a + 1 and so a > 0 because of u > 0. It is 
clear from (10) that the cases when n is even or odd have to be distinguished. 
We start with n = 2m and rewrite (10) as 
( 1 1 ) a + 1 - U = + . „ - 4 m . 
v ;
 u + l 
We get the asymptotic behavior by a process known as "bootstrapping" 
which is explained in [1]. First we insert u = a + 1 + Si into the left-hand 
side of (11) and u = a + 1 into the right-hand side of (11). So we get an 
approximation for Si. Then we insert w = a - f l - f -<$ i+^2 into the left-hand 
side of (11) and u = a + 1 -f into the rihgt-hand side of (11) and get 
an approximation for Si- This procedure can be repeated to get better and 
better estiamations for u. Now we determine only the number Si. Prom (11) 
we have 
a(a2 + 2 a + 2) 
1 ~ — — ( a + 1) 
a + Z 
and so 
a(a2 + 2 a + 2) . ,
 4 t t7 
U = a + 1 SI ~ a - f l + — 1 - 1 (a + l ) _ 4 m . 
a + 2 v 1 
Substituting u into (9) we get that 
1 a(a + 2) (a(a2 -f 2a + 2)2 . 
12 g2m=a+l+Si —— \ a+1 
a + 1-l-Ö! a + 1 (a + l j ^ a + z) 
If n — 2m -f 1 then (10) can be rewrite as 
(au + u -f l)(u - 1) _4m 
a + l - u = - — Lu 4 . 
w 2 (w + 1) 
— 4 m 
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Using the "bootstrapping" method for u = a -f 1 + 6[ we get the estimation 
a(a2 + 2a + 2)
 4 m 
(G + 2)(a + l)2 ' 
which imphes the following form: 
#2m + l = a + 1 + -
a + 1 + S[ (13) 
V
 ' a(fl + 2) a(a2 -f 2a + 2)2
 4 m 
~ — — — [ a + 1) 
a + 1 (a + 2)(a + l)4 ; 
Comparing (12) and (13) the desired approximation yields since a > 0. 
One can verify in the same manner that the estimation for gn also holds 
when a < — 2. This completes the proof. 
Remark. From our proof one can see that for large n gn = g'n if a > 0 
while gn is the minimal real root if a < —2. 
A similar result can be proved for the polynomials GN{ — a, x + a, x). 
Theorem 3. Let GQ{X) = —a and GI(x) — x + a where a £ R \ {0}. 
If etiher a > 0 or a < - 2 then A \ {0} = { - ^ p ^ } , while A \ {0} = 0 if 
— 2 < a < 0. Furthermore for large n 
a(a + 2) q(q2 + 2a + 2)2
 2 n 
~ - ^ r r + (o+i)»(a+2) ( a + x ) ' 
where Gn(gn) = 0 and lim ^ 0. 
n—*oo 
Proof. For a real number Xo, by our Lemma 2, Xo £ A \ {0} if and only 
if 
(14) = ? = = and xo > 0 
a
 x0+y/x20 + 4 
or 
(15) ° — — and XQ < 0 
a x0-y/xl + 4 
holds. Substituting — XQ for XQ into (14) and (15) we get that 
. . XQ — a 2 (16) — . and xo < 0 
a x0- ^Jx\ + 4 
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and 
XQ — a 2 (17 — = = and z0 > 0 
a XQ + v ^ o + 4 
Since (16) and (17) are identical to (8) and (7), respectively, therefore all 
of the statements of our theorem follows from the Theorem 2. Thus the 
theorem is proved. 
Concluding Remarks 
Using our Theorem 2 for a = 1 we get that gn - g'n ~ § + ( - l ) n f f 4 ~ n , 
which matches perfectly with the result of H. Prodinger. 
On the other hand it is quite likely that similar results can be obtained 
for seed-polynomials GQ(X) — X±a and GQ(X) = a or for other polynomials. 
This could be the subject of further research work. 
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Két kombinator ikai ident i tás á l ta lánosí tása 
FEHÉR ZOLTÁN 
Abstrac t . (A generalization of two combinatorial identities) In this paper we for-
mulate and prove two combinatorial identities for Gauss' binomial coefficients which are 
generalized forms of known combinatorial identities. 
Legyen n természetes szám és i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1, akkor érvényesek az 
S G X i ) ' = ( " > " ' • 
(2) 
D - D 
k — i 
k—i 
= 0 
egyenlőségek (lásd [2], 6. old., lásd [3]). 
Ez a cikk az (1) és (2) identitások általánosítását tartalmazza a Gauss-
féle binomiális együtthatók felhasználásával. 
Gauss-féle binomiális együtthatónak (lásd. [1], 35. old.) nevezzük az 
(qn - 1 ){qn~l —!)••• (qn~k+l - 1) 
(q -1)(?2 - 1) • • • (<?* - 1) 
kifejezést, ahol néska0<k<n feltételt kielégítő egész számok. A q 
olyan valós szám, melyre qa — 1 / 0 (a = 1 ,2 , . . . ,&) . Továbbá = 1 
es = 0, ha nem teljesül a 0 < k < n egyenlőtlenség. A Gauss-féle 
binomiális együtthatókra teljesül, hogy ha q —• 1, akkor 
A következő két tétel általánosítja az (1) és (2)-t, mert ha q —> 1, 
akkor a tételben szereplő állítások megegyeznek a Newton-féle binomiális 
együtthatóra fent megadott két kombinatorikai identitással. 
6 4 Fehér Zoltán 
1. Tétel . Legyen n természetes szám. Akkor minden 1 < i < n termé-
szetes számra érvényes 
(3) É M " 5 1 9 < t - i , ( * - i - i ) / 2 = [ • 1 n a + i j ~ i ) -
k = i L J L J L J j = 1 
Bizonyítás . A definíció segítségével könnyen belátható, hogy 
Ebből adódik, hogy 
n k n n — i 










n — i 
k — i 




+ i(n-l)/2 n 
(lásd [1], 36. old.), akkor £ = 1 választással kapjuk a (3) egyenlőséget. 
A 2. tétel bizonyításához felhasználjuk a következő segédtételt. 
Lemma. Legyen k nemnegatív egész szám és x valós szám. Legyen 
_ I (x - l)(z - q) • • • (x - qk~l), ha k > 1, 
ha k = 0. 
»Akkor 
(4) = É t - 1 ) ' " 
{=0 
q(k-i)(k-i-l)/2xi 
Bizonyítás . Legyen Pk(x) = 4- Pk,+ •••+• Pk,k%k és határozzuk 
meg a pk>i (i = 0 , 1 , . . . , k) együtthatókat. 
Felhasználjuk az 
(* - qk~l)Pk{qx) = (qkx - qk~l)Pk(x) k-1 
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egyenlőséget. Tehát 
{x - qk~1){Pk,o + Pk,iqx + • • • + Pk,kqkxk) = 
= (qkx - qk~1 )(pk,o + Pk,\x + • • • + Pk,kXk). 
Innen i — 1 , 2 , . . . ,k esetben kapjuk 
q{ 1pkti.1-qk+i 1pk,i — qkpk,i-i — qk lPk,i, 
vagyis 
.k — i+1 2 
Pk,i 
Ezzel a rekurziós formulával valamennyi együttható meghatározható az ab-
szolút tagból kiindulva. Az abszolút tagot a polinom felírásából kapjuk meg. 
Tehát 
Pk, o = ( - 1 ) V ( * - 1 ) / 2 
és minden i = 1 , 2 , . . . , k — 2 számra 
fc-i+l * r , 
- 1 k 1 } % - 1 
PM = 
Továbbá = 1 és = 1 . Ezzel a (4) egyenlőséget igazoltuk. 
2. Tétel. Legyen n tetszőleges természetes szám és i olyan egész szám, 
hogy 0 < i < n. Akkor 





{k-i){k~i-l)/2 _ Q 
Bizonyítás . Jelöljük (5) bal oldalán álló összeget an);-vel, akkor 
>.< = D - i ) 
k=i 
n 
= D - D 
fc-i 









TI — l 
k — i 
(k-i)(k-i-l)/2 _ 
j=o 
n — i j 
i 
(6) an,o = 1) 
k=0 
Ezt felhasználva kapjuk, hogy 
i = 0 esetben 
n ' k k(k-1)/2 
k 0 H = E t -
1 ) ' 
k=0 
k(k — í)/2 
E j=o 
n — i 
3 
(_l)Ígj(Í-1)/2 _ an_^o, ahol 0 < i < n. 
Elegendő belátni, hogy a^o = 0, fc = 1 , 2 , . . . , n esetben. Mivel 
it 
k — i 
ezért a Pfc(^) polinom értéke x = 1 esetben 
ft(i) = E t - 1 ) " " ' 
i = 0 
= E t - 1 ) ' " ' 
(fc —t)(fc—»'—1)/2 _ 
i = 0 
ifc 




A kapott kifejezést összehasonlítva (6)-tal, kapjuk Pfc(l) = Viszont 
a: = 1 értékre 
Tehát akto = Pfc(l) = 0, (* = 1 , 2 , . . . , n). 
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Független metszőrendszerek II . 
RÓKA SÁNDOR 
A b s t r a c t . (Independent intersection systems) Definition 1 gives the meaning of 
independent intersection systems, which is similar of the meaning of separating systems 
(theorem 5), which is discussed by others (see for e.g. [2-8]). 
If the number of the elements of the intersection systems on the n-element set is 
77i, then cx log2 n<m<c2n
2
. There bounds can not be sharpened. Theorems 3 and 4 are 
related to uniform systems. 
1. Definíció. A\, A2,..., Am az n-elemű H halmaz részhalmazai füg-
getlen metszörendszert alkotnak, ha 
(1) Va; 6 H előáll A; metszeteként; 
(2) Az Ai, A 2 , . . . , Am rendszerből bármely A t-t elhagyva (1) nem tel-
jesül. 
1. Tétel . Ai, A2,..., Am pontosan akkor független metszörendszer, ha 
Ai, A2,..., Am is független metszörendszer. 
Bizonyítás. Legyen H = {xí:x2,...,xm), X, = {z J , i = 1, 2 , . . . , n. 
Tegyük fel, hogy Aj , A 2 , . . . , Am független metszörendszer. Megmutatjuk, 
hogy például X\ előállítható az A i , A 2 , . . . , A m halmazokból néhánynak a 
metszeteként. 
Xi = H \ {X2 U X 3 • • • U Xn} = A"2 U X 3 U • • • U Xn = 
= x í n x i n " - n X ; = ( f | A, j n ( f | A{ j n - . - n ( f | A { ) = 
\»e/2 / \ieh / \iein / 
= I | j Ä 7 j n i | j Ä ~ J n - - - n l | J Ä ~ J = u ( Ä ~ n Ä ~ n • •• n ~Ä~) 
\iel2 / \i€h ) Vi6/» / 
Mivel X\ egyetlen elemből álló halmazt jelentett, így az unió tagjainak 
valamelyike egyenlő Xi-gyel. 
Látható, hogy az A i , A 2 , . . . , A m és az A i , A 2 , . . . A m rendszerek egy-
szerre rendelkeznek az (1) tulajdonsággal, és ebből adódóan a (2) tulajdon-
sággal is. • 
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Következmény. Az Ai, A2,..., Am független metszörendszeren nem 
oldható meg az 
(3) A , = f ] A i I C { 1 , 2 , . . . , m} \I\ / 1 
egyenlet. 
Bizonyítás . A definícióból következik, hogy A\ — U Aj, továbbá / C 
{ 1 , 2 , . . . , m } és az \I\ ^ 1 egyenlet nem oldható meg, s így az előbbi tétel 
miatt nem oldható meg a (3) egyenlet sem. • 
2. Tétel . Az A\, A2,..., Am az n-elemű H halmazon független metsző-
rendszer, akkor C\ log2 n < m < c2n2, és ezek a korlátok nagyságrendjükben 
pontosak. 
Bizonyí tás . Legyen Xk = U \Xk\ = 1, k = 1,2, . . . , n . Az 
Ii, I2,..., In C { 1 , 2 , . . . , m} rendszer Sperner-rendszer, így a Sperner-lem-
ma [1] miatt n < (^mj), azaz m > c\ log2 n. Megmutatjuk, hogy az alsó 
korlát pontos, vagyis, ha (rSj) < n, akkor van egy legfeljebb m halmazból 
álló A\, A2,..., Am független metszőrendszer az n elemű H halmazon. 
Tekintsük azt az A m X (j-mj)-es 0-1 mátrixot, amelynek oszlopai az 
{1,2, . . . , r a } halmaz egy-egy [y]-elemű részét reprezentálják. Az A mát-
rix soraival megadott m db halmazból néhányat választva az (jmj) elemű 
halmaz bármely elemét kimetszhetjük. 
A felső korlát igazolása. Legyen x E H, s tekintsük azon Aj-ket, me-
lyek szükségesek az (1) és (2) szerinti előállításhoz. A^-kből hagyjuk el az x 
elemet. Az így kapott halmazokat jelölje A\. Ezen A[-k száma s. Most bár-
mely 5 — 1 db A[ metszete ^ 0, míg az összes A\ metszete = 0. így minden 
A\-hez hozzárendelhetünk egy olyan elemet a H \ {a:} halmazból, mely a 
#többi A'j-nek nem eleme. Ezért s < n — 1. így leszámolva az A\, A2,..., Am 
halmazokat, azt kapjuk, hogy m < n(n — 1). 
Megadunk olyan független metszőrendszert a H = {x\, x2,..., xn 
} hal-
mazon, mely c2n2 halmazból áll. Legyen r = [y], R = {x\, x2,..., xr}, 
Ai = R\ {x;}, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , r; Ai}j = {XÍ} U Aj, i = r + 1, r + 2 , . . . , n 
j = l , 2 , . . . , r . 
Az Aíj halmazok független metszőrendszert alkotnak, s a -halmazok 
száma több, mint \ n 2 — 1. • 
Vizsgáljuk most azon független metszőrendszereket, melyek uniform 
rendszerek. 
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Legyen A\, A2,..., Am az n-elemű H halmazon független metszőrend-
szer, és \A{\ = k} i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m. Jelölje m értékének legkisebb értékét /fc(n), 
legnagyobb értékét Fk(n). 
Az 1. Tétel miatt fk(n) = fn~k{n) és Fk(n) = F n -k (n) - Ezért fk(n) 
értékét elegendő 1 < k < j esetekben meghatározni. 
3. TéteL 
(b) Ha k < k\2nésk páros, akkor fk(n) = 
(c) fk ( M í f l i ) a k +1, azaz ha n * Mor fk(n) = 
Bizonyítás. Legyen A\, A2,..., Am a H — {xi, X2, . . . 7 xn] halmazon 
fíiggetlen metszörendszer, \At\ = k, i = 1, 2 , . . . , ra, és Bi = {k\X{ E A-fc}, 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . , n . Ekkor < 2. 
77i n 
Mivel mk = £ |A<| - £ < 2rz, így m < . 
i=í j=i 
Belátjuk, ha A; < \ /2n, & | 2n és k páros, akkor fk(n) < ^ . Innen (a) 
felhasználásával adódik a (b) állítás. 
Készítsünk egy gráfot. Legyen a G gráf csúcsainak száma m — ^1, 
és számozzuk meg a gráf csúcsait az 1, 2 , . . . , m számokkal. A gráf minden 
csúcsára k él illeszkedjen. Ekkor a gráfnak n éle van. Ilyen gráf az Erdős— 
Gallai-tétel [9] szerint készíthető. Álljon most az n elemű H halmaz a gráf 
éleiből, az A\, A2,..., Am halmazokat pedig a következő módon kapjuk: At 
a gráf azon éleiből áll, amelyek illeszkednek a gráf i-edik csúcsára. 
9 • 
• • • 
• • • • 
Legyen most n = ( ^ 1 ) . A H halmaz az ábrán látható pontokból áll, 
az Ai, A2,..., Ak+i halmazokat pedig a háromszög átlóján levő pontok ha-
tározzák meg, egy-egy ilyen ponttal közös halmazba tartoznak a vele egy 
sorban és a vele egy oszlopban levő pontok, valamint egy további halmaz van 
még, mely az átlón levő pontokból áll. Ezen konstrukció miatt fk(n) < & + 1, 
ám (a) miatt fk(n) > k + 1, ezzel igazoltuk (c)-t is. • 
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4. Tétel. k(n - k) < Fk(n) < kn, 1 < k < f . 
Bizonyítás. Legyen 
H = {xi,x2i... Ä = {^x, . ..,»*}, Ai = R \ { z j , i = 1,2,..., k\ 
Aij = {XÍ} U Aj, i = k + 1, k + 2 , . . . , n, j = 1,2,..., k. 
Az A i j halmazok független metszőrendszert alkotnak, a halmazok száma 
k(n — k), és \AÍJ\ = k így valóban > k(n — k). 
A felső korlát igazolása. Legyen A\, A2,..., Am az n-elemű H halmazon 
független metszőrendszer, \Ai \ = k, i = 1, 2 , . . . , m. Legyen x E H, s tekint-
sük azon Ai-ket, melyek szükségesek az (1) és (2) szerinti előállításához. 
Aj-kből hagyjuk el az x elemet. Az így kapott halmazokat jelölje A[. Ezen 
A\-k száma s. Most bármely s — 1 db A\ metszete / 0, míg az összes A\ met-
szete = 0. így minden ^4'rhez megadható olyan elem, mely neki nem eleme, 
de a többi A^-nek igen. Rögzített A'- mellet sorra véve a többi A[-1, A^-nek 
5 — 1 különböző eleme jelölhető így ki, azaz s - 1 < | A'-1 = k — 1. Tehát II 
egy tetszőlegesen kiválasztott x eleméhez legfeljebb k db A\ rendelhető, így 
m < nk. m 
Már eddig is több független metszőrendszerre láttunk példát, most még 
további két rendszert konstruálunk. 
1. konstrukció. Tekintsük egy N pontú teljes gráfot, s minden élére 
helyezzünk újabb pontot. A H halmaz ezen „régi" és „új" pontokból áll, 
tehát \H\ = N -f (^ ) . A metszőrendszer a „fél-élekből" áll, tehát olyan 
kételemű halmazokból, melyek egyik eleme egy „régi" és egy „új" pont, és 
közös az az él a teljes gráfban, melyre ez a két pont illeszkedik. A metsző-
rendszer elemeinek m száma itt nagyságában 2| / / | -hoz közelít. 
2. konstrukció. Vegyünk egy N elemű X halmazt, ennek elemeit ne-
vezzük „régi" pontoknak, az „új" pontok az N elemű halmaz [y]-elemű 
részei. így elkészítettük a II halmazt, mely ezen „régi" és „új" pontokból 
áll, tehát \H\ — N + ( j ^ j ) . A metszőrendszer egy-egy halmaza egy „új" 
pontból és a hozzá tartozó [~] „régi" pontból [ y ] — 1 választva — ezt az 
összes lehetséges módon megtesszük — áll. Itt m = [ y ] Qjvj), vagyis m 
nagyságában \H\log\H |-hoz közelít. 
A dolgozatban megadott független metszőrendszerek mindegyike Sper-
ner-rendszer volt. Ez azonban nem szükségszerű, mint az alábbi példa mu-
tatja. 
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A következő konstrukció mutatja, hogy egy független metszőrendszer 




9 • • 




Az pedig nyilvánvaló, hogy egy Sperner-rendszer többnyire nem lesz 
független metszőrendszer, még akkor sem, ha telített (egy Sperner-rendszert 
akkor nevezünk telítettnek, ha a rendszer nem bővíthető további halmaz-
zal úgy, hogy a Sperner-tulajdonsága megmaradjon). Erre mutat példát a 
második ábra. 
Várhatnánk, hogy ha S és S* is Sperner-rendszer, akkor S független 
metszőrendszer. (A = {A\, A2,..., An}, Ax C H, ahol Ii = {x\,x2,..., xn}. 
Ekkor A* = {Bu B2,. .., Bn}, ahol B{ - {k : x{ £ Ak). Látható, hogy 
(A*)* = A.) 
2. Definíció. A\, A2,..., Am az n-elemü H halmaz részhalmazai füg-
getlen t-metszörendszer alkotnak, ha 
(1') H bármely í-elemű része előáll néhány A{ metszeteként; 
(2') Az A 1 ,-4.2,. . . , Am rendszerből bármely A{-1 elhagyva (1') nem 
teljesül. 
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A független metszőrendszer fogalma kapcsolódik egy régen ismert fo-
galomhoz, a kölcsönösen szeparáló rendszerekéhez. Legyen H egy n elemű 
halmaz, Ai, A2,.. ., Am ennek részhalmazai. Ez utóbbi rendszer szeparáló 
rendszer, ha H bármely x,y elemeihez van olyan A{, hogy vagy x £ Ai és 
y £ Ai, vagy x £ A( és y ^ A{. Ezt a fogalmat Rényi [2] vezette be, és 
Katona [3] megmutatta, hogy m > [log2 n]. Dickson a szeparáló rendszer 
definícióját módosította. Az Ai, A2,..., Am rendszert kölcsönösen szepará-
ló rendszernek nevezi, ha H bármely x, y elemeihez van olyan A{ és Aj, hogy 
x £ Ai és y (fc A{, továbbá x (£ Aj és y £ Aj. Dickson [4], majd Spencer 
[5] megmutatja, hogy erre a rendszerre is m > log2 n. Katona fogalmazta 
meg a teljes szeparáló rendszer fogalmát. Az A\, A2,..., Am rendszert akkor 
tekintjük ilyennek, ha II bármely x,y elemeihez van olyan Ai és Aj, hogy 
x £ Al és y £ Aj, és Ai fi Aj = 0. Erre a rendszerre az előbbiekhez hasonló 
becslést ad Yao [7] és tőle függetlenül Cai Mao-cheng [8]. 
Látható, hogy egy teljesen független rendszer egyúttal kölcsönösen sze-
paráló, és egy kölcsönösen szeparáló pedig szeparáló. 
5. Tétel . A független metszörendszer (1) feltétele azonos a kölcsönös 
szeparáló rendszer definíciójával. 
Bizonyítás. Ha egy halmazrendszerre teljesül az (1) feltétel, akkor az 
kölcsönösen szeparáló. Ugyanis vegyük II két x,y elemét. Ekkor x is y is 
előáll néhány Ai metszeteként. Ezért van olyan Ai melynek x eleme, de y 
nem, és van olyan Aj melynek y eleme, de x nem. Ha egy halmazrendszer 
kölcsönösen szeparáló, akkor kielégíti az (1) feltételt, hiszen már az akikötés, 
hogy H bármely x,y eleméhez van olyan Ai, hogy x £ Ai és y Aj, 
garantálja azt, hogy x előálh'tható néhány Ai metszeteként. • 
Ezt a tételt figyelembe véve nevezzük az n-elemű H halmaz A\, A2,..., 
Am részhalmazait t-szeparálónak, ha kielégíti az (1') feltételt. 
Látható, hogy egy /-szeparáló rendszer egyúttal /'-szeparáló is, ahol 
t > t' > 1. 
Az is könnyen ellenőrizhető, ha a H halmaznak A\, A2,.. . ,Am 1-sze-
paráló rendszere, akkor az U Ai, i C {1, 2 , . . . , m}, |/| = t halmazokból álló 
rendszer í-szeparáló. 
Ha az n elemű II halmazon Ai, A2,..., Am /-szeparáló rendszert alkot, 
akkor (j-^j) > ("). Ez ugyanúgy bizonyítható, mint ahogy a hasonló állítást 
igazoltuk a 2. Tétel esetén. 
Hálával tartozom Katona Gyulának a tőle kapott segítségért és bizta-
tásáért, melyet ezúton szeretnék megköszönni. 
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Residual Lie ni lpotence of the augmenta t ion ideal 
BERTALAN KIRÁLY* 
A b s t r a c t . In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the residual 
Lie nilpotence of the augmentation ideal for an arbitrary group ring RG except for the 
case when the derived group of G is with no generalized torsion elements with respect 
to the lower central series of G and the torsion subgroup of the additive group of R 
contains a non-trivial element of infinite height. From this results we get the residual Lie 
nilpotence of the augmentation ideal of the p-adic integer group rings. 
1. Introduction 
Let J? be a commutative ring with identity, G a group and RG its group 
ring. The group ring RG may be considered as a Lie algebra, with the usual 
bracket operation. The study of this Lie algebra Was initiated by I. B. S. 
Passi, D. S. Passman and S. K. Sehgal [5]. Additional results on the Lie 
structure of RG may be found in [4] and [6]. 
Let A(RG) denote the augmentation ideal of RG, that is the kernel 
of the homomorphism RG onto R which sends each group element to 1. 
It is easy to see that as ß-module A(RG) is a free module with elements 
g — 1 (g £ G) as a basis. 
There are many problems and results relating to A(RG) ([4], [6]). In 
particular, it is an interesting problem to characterize the group rings whose 
augmentation ideal satisfy some conditions. In this paper, we treat the Lie 
property. 
The Lie powers A^(RG) of A(RG) are defined inductively: A^(RG) = 
A(RG), A^+l^(RG) = [AW(RG),A(RG)}RG,i f Ais not a limit ordinal, and 
for the limit ordinal A, A^(RG) = f]u<xA^(RG), where [K,M] denotes 
the i?,-submodule of RG generated by [k,m] = km — mk (k E K C RG, 
m £M C RG), and for K • RG denotes the right ideal generated by K in 
RG. 
* Research supported by the Hungarian Nat ional Research Science Foundation, Opera-
ting Grant Number O T K A T 16432 and 014279. 
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For the first limit ordinal u we adopt the notation: 
oo 
A[uj](RG) = P|i4M(£G). 
i=i 
The ideal A(RG) of the group ring RG is said to be residually Lie 
nilpotent if A l w i n e ) = 0. 
In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the residual 
Lie nilpotence of the augmentation ideal for an arbitrary group ring RG 
except for the case when the derived group of G is with no generalized 
torsion elements with respect to the lower central series of G and the torsion 
subgroup of the additive group of R contains a non-trivial element of infinite 
height. 
Our main results are given in section 3. These results (Theorem A, B 
and C) are rather technical so they are not stated in the introduction. 
2. Notat ions and some known facts 
If H is a normal subgroup of G, then I (RH) (or 1(H) for short) denotes 
the ideal of RG generated by elements of the form h — 1, (h £ H). It is well 
known that I (RH) is the kernel of the natural epimorphism <f)\ RG RG / H 
induced by the group homomorphism 0 of G onto G/H. It is clear that 
I(RG) = A(RG). 
Let F be a free group on the free generators X{ (i £ I ) and ZF be 
its integral group ring (Z denotes the ring of rational integers). Then every 
homomorphism (f>: F —> G induces a ring homomorphism <j>\ ZF —» RG by 
letting (f)(Y^ nyy) = Yyny(f>(y)- If / £ ZF> w e denote by Af(RG) the two-
sided ideal of RG generated by the elements </>(/), (f) £ Hom(F, G), the set of 
homomorphism from F to G. In other words Af(RG) is the ideal generated 
by the values of / in RG as the elements of G are substituted for the free 
generators s. 
An ideal J of RG is called a polynomial ideal if J = Af(RG) for some 
/ £ ZF. It is easy to see that the augmentation ideal A(RG) is a polynomial 
ideal. Really, A(RG) is generated as an Ä-module by elements g — 1 (g £ G), 
i.e. by the values of the polynomial x — 1. 
We also use the following 
L e m m a 2.1. ([4], Proposition 1.4., page 2.) Let f £ ZF. Then f defines 
a polynomial ideal Aj(RG) in every group ring RG. Further, if 9: RG —> KH 
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is a ring homomorphism induced by a group homomorphism <j>:G —> H and 
a ring homomorphism ifi: R —• K, then 
e(Af[RG)) C Af(KH). 
(It is assumed here that IP(1R) = 1 /<-, where and 1/c are identities of 
rings R and K respectively.) 
For every natural number n A^(RG) is a polynomial ideal (see in 
particular [4], Corollary 1.9., page 6.) and by Lemma 2.1. 
4>{AW(RG)) C AW{RG/L) 
for every n. From this inclusion it can be obtained easily that 
(l) 4>{A^\RG)) c AM(RG/L). 
If /C denotes a class of groups we define the class RX of residually-/C groups 
by letting G G R/C if and only if: whenever 1 / g G G, there exists a normal 
subgroup Hg of the group G such that G/Hg G /C and g ^ Hg. It is easy 
to see that G G RA^ if and only if there exists a family {HÍ}Í^I of normal 
subgroups G such that GjE{ G /C for every i G I and DÍ^IHÍ = (1). 
A group G is said to be discriminated by /C if for every finite set 
gi,g2, • • • ,gn of distinct elements of G, there exists a group H £ IC and 
a homomorphism 4>:G — H such that 4>{gi) ^ 4>(gj) if i j1 j, (1 < i,j < 
Lemma 2.2. Let a class of groups /C be closed with respect to forming 
subgroups and finite direct products and let G be a residually-/C group. 
Then G is discriminated by /C. 
The proof can be obtained easily. 
It is easy to show that if G is discriminated by a class of groups /C and 
if £ is a non-zero element of RG, then there exists a group H G /C and a 
•homomorphism <j) of RG to RH such that 4>{x) / 0. 
From this fact and from inclusion (1) we have 
Lemma 2.3. If G is discriminated by a class of groups K, and for each 
H £JC the equation A^(RH) = 0 holds, then A^(RG) = 0. 
We use the following notations for standard group classes: 
VQ — the class of those nilpotent groups whose derived groups are torsion-
free. 
Vp — the class of nilpotent groups whose derived groups are p-groups of 
bounded exponent. 
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Aío — the class of torsion-free nilpotent groups. 
Afp — the class of nilpotent p-groups of bounded exponent. 
AÍq = Up€fiA/"p and 
T*n = U p enV p , where Q is a subset of the set of primes. 
The ideal Jp(R) of a ring R is defined by Jp(R) = f l™= lpnR. 
Theorem 2.4. ([4], Theorem 2.13., page 85.) Let G be a residually 
Vp-group and Jp(R) = 0. Then A^(RG) = 0. 
We shall use the following lemma, which gives some elementary pro-
perties of the Lie powers of A(RG). 
Lemma 2.5. ([4], Proposition 1.7., page 4.) For arbitrary natural num-
bers n and m are true: 
(1) /(t„(G))C AM(RG), 
(2) [AM(RG),AW(RG)] C Aln+m\RG), 
(3) AW(RG)>AW(RG) C A^n+Tn-^(RG), 
where 7n(G) is the nth term of the lower central series of G. 
We write D^\(RG) for the nth Lie dimension subgroup D^(RG) of G 
over R. That is 
D[n](RG) = {g G G\g- 1 e A^(RG)}. 
By Lemma 2.5. it follows that for every natural number n the inclusion 
ln(G) C D[n](RG) 
holds. 
We also use the following theorems 
Theorem 2.6. ([1], Theorem 3.2.) Let a group G contain a non-
trivial generalized torsion element. Then A(RG) is residually nilpotent if 
and only if there exists a non-empty subset 0 of the set of primes such that 
Hpefi JP(R) = 0, G is discriminated by the class Mu and for every proper 
subset A of the set Q at least one of the conditions 
(1) n p e A / p (Ä) = 0 
(2) G is discriminated by the. class of groups A/ft \ a 
holds. 
Let T(i?+) denote the torsion subgroup of the additive group of a 
ring R and let AU(RG) = n°l1An(RG), where An(RG) is the nth associa-
tive power of A(RG). 
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Theorem 2.7. ([4], Theorem 2.7., page 87.) If G £ RAA0 and R is 
a ring with identity such that its additive group R+ is torsion-free, then 
AUJ(RG) = 0. 
3. Residual Lie nilpotence 
It is clear, that A^(RG) = 0 if and only if G is an Abelian group. 
Therefore we may assume that the derived group G' = 72(C) of G is non-
trivial. 
For a nilpotent group G the following inclusion is true 
(2) A^(RG) C A"{RG')RG 
(see in particular [4]). For every natural number i > 1 we define the normal 
subgroup 
Li = {g £ G'\gk £ 7i(G) for a suitable k > 1} 
of G. It is easy to see that 7 t (G) C Lt and also that G/Lx £ V0 for every 
% > 1. 
An element g of a group G is called a generalized torsion element with 
respect to the lower central series of G if for every n the order of the elements 
91n{G) of the factor group Gf^n{G) is finite. 
We recall that if the derived group G' of G contains no generalized 
torsion elements with respect to the lower central series of G, then G' has 
no generalized torsion elements with respect to the lower central series of 
G'. 
Theorem A. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, T(R+) = 0 
and let G' be with no generalized torsion elements with respect to the lower 
centra] series ofG. Then A^(RG) — 0 if and only if G is a residually-V0 
group. 
Proof. Since G' is with no generalized torsion elements with respect 
to the lower central series of G, then f ~ l = U) ^ ^ so> G £ RPo-
Conversely. Let G £ RP0 and T(R+) = 0. Since class V0 is closed 
with respect to forming subgroups and finite direct products, by Lemmas 
2.2. and 2.3. it is enough to show that A^(RG) = 0 for all G £ V0. So let 
G £ V0. Then by (2) 
A[u]{RG) C AU(RG')RG. 
Because G' is a torsion-free nilpotent group, by Theorem 2.7. Ai0{RGl) = 0, 
and so, AM(RG) — 0. The proof is completed. 
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Let p be a prime and n a natural number. Then GpH is the subgroup 
of G generated by all elements of the form gp , g E G. 
For a prime p and a natural number k the normal subgroup G\p^\ of G 
is defined by 
oo 
G[PM = n ( G T " 7 * ( G ) . 
n-1 
We have the following sequence 
G = G\Pii] D G[P:2] ^  • •. 2 G[p] 
of normal subgroups G[Pik] of G, where 
oo 
Gip] = n g m • 
k=1 
It is clear, that G/{G')pn 1k{G) are in Vp, and G/G^^] and G/G[p] are 
re si du ally-Vp groups for every k and n. 
Lemma 3.1. If n > ks and h E {G')pn ~fk{G), then 
h - 1 = psX(k, h) (mod AW (RG)) 
for a suitable X(k,h) E A^(RG). 
Proof. Let h E (G")p" ^k(G). We can write element h as 
h = hp h\ •••hf Vk 
where hi E G',YK E 7K{G). Using the identity 
(3) ab - 1 = (a - 1)(6 - 1) + (a - 1) + (b - 1) 
to h — 1 we have that 
h- 1 = (hf hf hf - 1 )(yk - 1) + (hf h f . . . hf - 1) + (yk - 1). 
By Lemma 2.5. /(TA^G)) C A^(RG) and hence yk - I E A^(RG). There-
fore 
h- 1 = (hf hf ••• hf - 1) (mod A[k](RG)). 
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Applying identity (3) repeatedly to [h[ h?, • • • h^ — 1) from the previous 
congruence it follows that 
771 m
 Pn / n \ 
h~i = Ysihf - m = )(h< - ^ ( m o d A l k ] ( x Q ) : 
i-1 i=l 1 ^ ^ ' 
where b{ E RG. Because hl E G' ~ 72(C), from Lemma 2.5. (cases 1 and 3) 
we obtain that (/i; - I)-7 E (ÄG) for every i and j . If n > sk, then ps 
divides [p. ) for every j — 1, 2,. . . , k — 1. Therefore 
m m k — 1 
h- i e - ^ f s E E - ^ 
i=i j^i j=i 
= psX(k,h) (mod ^ ( Ä G ) ) , 
where X ( M ) = E?=i E f = k ~ W E ÄG\ psd3 = (*"). The 
Lemma is proved. 
It is easy to show that if # E G' and E D^(RG) then 
(4) Pm{g~ 1) E 
for a large enough m. 
Lemma 3.2. ([1], Lemma 3.6.) Let K, be a class oi groups and {Ca jaG/ 
a family of normal subgroups of G such that for all a (a £ I ) the conditions 
(1) G/Ga E K 
(2) Ga is torsion-free 
hold. If G is not discriminated by /C then there exists a finite set of distinct 
elements gi, g2,..., gs from G such that the non-zero element y = {g\ -
1)(<72 — 1) • • • (<7s — 1) lies in the ideal n a e / / ( G a ) . 
The torsion subgroup T(R+) of the additive group R+ of a ring R is the 
direct sum of its p-primary components SP(R+). Let II be the set of those 
primes for which the p-primary components SP(R+) of T(R+) are non-zero. 
An element a of an additive Abelian group A is called an element of 
infinite p-height for a prime p, if the equation pnx — a has a solution in A 
for every natural number n. 
Propos i t ion 3.3. ([1], Theorem 3.3.) LetT(R+) ^ 0, and suppose that 
for some p E II group T(R+) has no element of infinite p-height. Further 
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let G be a group with no generalized torsion elements. Then ALJ{RG) = 0 
if and only if G is a residually-J\fp group for all p £ II. 
Theorem B. Let T(R+) / 0. If G' is with no generalized torsion 
elements with respect to the lower central series of G and T(R+) is with no 
non-trivial elements of infinite p-height then A^{RG) = 0 if and only if G 
is a residually-Vp group for all p £ II. 
Proof. Let p an arbitrary prime of II, A^(RG) = 0, and let ps (s > 1) 
be the order of element a £ T(R+). Since the equation 
oo oo oo 
Gw = n = n n ( G ' ) p " 7 * ( G ) ) = « 
k=1 n—1 k=l 
implies that G £ R P p , it is enough to show, that C[p] = (1). 
Suppose that g £ G[p]. Then g £ (G")p" ")k{G) for every n and k and by 
Lemma 3.1. we have that 
g- 1 = psX{k,g) (mod A[k]{RG)) 
for every k. From psa = 0 it follows that a(g — 1) £ A^(RG) for every 
k. Hence a(g - 1) £ A^(RG) and a{g - 1) = 0. This imphes that g = I: 
Consequently G[p] = (1). This means that G is a residually-Pp group for all 
p £ n. 
Conversely. Let G £ RX>p for p £ n and let 1 ^ g be an arbitrary 
element of G'. Then there exists a normal subgroup H of G such that 
G/H £ Vv and g £ H. Since G/H £ Vp then (G/H)' £ Afp. By the 
isomorphism G'H/H 2 G'/H D G' we have that g = g(H n G') ± 1. This 
means that if G £ ~RVp then G' £ RvVp. Using Proposition 3.3. we have 
that A^(RG') = 0 and from (2) it follows that A^(RG) = 0. 
Lemma 3.4. Let 
oo oo 
yt n 
p€Tj = ln= 1 
Then for a prime p £ P and arbitrary natural numbers k and s 
y = psY(p, k, s, y) (mod A^(RG)), 
where Y{p, k, s, y) £ RG and P is a subset of the set of prime numbers. 
Proof. Let p £ P. For every natural n we can express y as 
l 
y = ^ QiiZi(hi - l), 
i-i 
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where hi £ (G')p™ ^ k(G), a.i E R and every zl is from a set of coset repre-
sentatives of (G'Y 7k(G) in G. For a large enough n by Lemma 3.1. 
hi- 1 EE psX(k,hi) (mod A[k]{RG)) 
for every i (z = 1 , 2 , . . . , /) and the proof follow. 
If g E G' is a generalized torsion element of a group G then Q,g denotes 
the set of the prime divisors of the order of the elements gjk{G) E G/^k{G) 
for every k = 2, 3 , . . . . 
L e m m a 3.5. Let g E G' be a generalized torsion element of a group 
G, A an arbitrary subset ofüg, a E n p gAJ P (R ) and let 
oo oo 
n n n v r ' ^ c ) ) . 
p(Efig\A k-1 
Then one of the following statements 
(1) if A is a proper subset of £lg, then a(g — l)a: E A^(RG) 
(2) if A = n 5 , then a(g - 1) E A H ( # G ) 
(3) if A - 0, then (.g - l)x E AM(i?G) 
holds. 
Proof . It is enough to show that for an arbitrary natural number k the 
elements a(g — 1), (g — l)x, a(g - l)x are in the ideal A^(RG). 
If 9 e Jk{G) then by Lemma 2.5. (g-1) E AW(RG), and the statements 
follow. Now let g £ "fk{G) and let 
be the prime factorization of the order of the elements gjk{G) of the nilpo-
tent group G/^k{G). It is clear that pi E £lg for every i = 1 , 2 , . . . , s. Let A a 
subset of Clg. With loss of generality we may assume that pi,p2,... ,pi E A 
and pi ^ A for i > I. 
Let g = gig2 • • •gslk(G) be the decomposition of the element g~fk{G) 
of the nilpotent group Gj^kiG) in the product of p%-elements gz^k{G) (i = 
1,2,. . .,5). Then 
9 - 9x92 • • • gsVk, 9i E G\ i = 1, 2 , . . . , 5 
for a suitable yk E 7k{G). Then there exists m; (i = 1 , 2 , . . . , s) such that 
9Ír' G 7*(<?)• 
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Using identity (3) repeatedly to (g — 1) we conclude that 
g-l = v + w + ( y k - l ) = v + w (mod A[k](RG)), 
l s 
where v = ^ (g{ — l)x{, w = (gx — l)x{ and X{ E RG. In the case when 
1=1 i=l+1 
Afl{pi ,P2, . . . ,Ps] = '0 we assume that v = 0, and if A Pl{pi,p2 , . . -,ps} = 
{pi,p2, • • • we put w = 0. Because 
9?'™' elk(G)CD[k](G) 
and gi G G' for every i = 1, 2 , . . . , s, we conclude from (4) that there exists 
a natural number r t (i = 1, 2 , . . . , 5) such that 
(5) Pir'(9i~l )eA^(RG). 
Also, since 
i 
« e n ^ n j á r ) 
p£A 1=1 
we can express a as a = ppa» (a; E -ß) for each i < I. Then by (5) 
i 
av EE Y^ aiP? (9i - 1)«» = 0 (mod A^ (RG)). 
i=1 
Therefore 
(6) a(g - 1) = av + aw = aw (mod A^(RG)). 
If A = Qg then w — 0 and case 2) is proved. 
By Lemma 3.4. 
x = p\*Y(pi,k,ri,x) (mod A^(RG)), 
and so, 
s 
wx= ] T p f f a -l)xiY(pi,k1riix) (mod A[k](RG)). 
i=l+1 
Hence by (5) 
(7) wx = 0 (mod A[k](RG)). 
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If A = 0, then v = 0, and so, 
(g - l)x = vx + wx = wx = 0 (mod ^ ( Ä G ) ) 
and case 3) is proved. 
Also, since 
a(g - l)x = avx + awx (mod A^(RG)) 
from congruences (6) and (7) the proof (of case 1)) follows. 
We recall that for a prime p J\fp denotes the class of nilpotent groups 
whose derived groups are p-groups of bounded exponent, and if Cl a subset 
of the set of primes, then JVQ = Up^QAÍp and Vn = UP£nVp. 
Let a group G be discriminated by the class of groups Vp (r / 0) and 
let </i, g2,.. ., gn be a finite set of distinct elements of G'. Then there exists 
a normal subgroup H of G such that g^H ^ gjH if i ^ j and G/H E Vp. 
Therefore ( G j R ) ' E Mp for any prime p E T. By the isomorphism G'H/H = 
G'/H n G' we have gJI^G') f
 gj(HnG') if i ^ j {i,j = 1,2 , . . . , n ) . This 
means, that if G is discriminated by the class Vp, then G' is discriminated 
by the class of groups Afp. 
L e m m a 3.6. Let O be a non-empty subset of the set of primes such 
that 
r\peuJp[R) = 0 and a group G is discriminated by the class of groups VQ. 
If for every proper subset A of the set fi at least one of the conditions 
(1) npeAjp(R) = o 
(2) G is discriminated by the class of groups 
holds, then A^(RG) = 0. 
P r o o f . Let 
n 
x = ^ai9ieAM{RG). 
i=1 
By Lemma 2.3. it is enough to show that A ^ ( R G ) = 0 for all groups 
G E VQ. So let G E VQ. Then G is a nilpotent group and by (2) 
A[üj](RG) C AU(RG')RG. 
Clearly, G' E J\ÍQ. If G is discriminated by the class of groups 'Vp, where 
r is an arbitrary non-empty subset of H, then G' is discriminated by the 
clas Afp, which was showed above. Then G' satisfies Theorem 2.6. and so, 
AU(RG') = 0. Consequently A^(RG) = 0. 
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Theorem C. Let the derived group G' contain a generalized torsion 
element of G with respect to the lower central series of G. Then A{RG) is 
residually Lie nilpotent if and only if there exists a non-empty subset Í2 of 
the set of primes such that f l p £ QJ P {R) = 0, G is discriminated by the class 
of groups Vn and every proper subset A of the set il at least one of the 
conditions 
(1) np<EAJp(R) = 0 
(2) G is discriminated by the class of groups 2)q\a 
holds. 
Proof. Let A^(RG) = 0. Let us first consider the case when G' conta-
ins a non-trival torsion element. Then there exists a p-element g in G' with 
p G Cl. Then by (4) for every k there exists a natural number m such that 
(8) Pm{g - 1) G A^(RG). 
If a G JP{R), then for each m we can write element a as a = pmam (am G R). 
Therefore a ( ^ - l ) G A^(RG) for every k, that is a(g-l) G A^(RG). Hence 
a(g — 1) = 0 and so, a = 0. Consequently JP(R) = 0. 
Now we show, that G is discriminated by V{py. Let 
oo oo 
he n n ( G T ' 7 * ( G ) . 
= l 1 = 1 
Then 
oo oo 
n r \ n ( G Y M G ) ) 
k=11=1 
and by Lemma 3.4. for every k and m 
(9) h - 1 EE pmY(p, k,m,h- 1) ( m o d A[k] {RG)). 
By (8) and (9) we have that 
(g - 1 ){h - 1) = pm{g - 1 )(h - 1)Y{p, m,k,h- 1) (mod A™ {RG)) 
for every k. This implies that 
(g - 1 ){h - 1) G AM{RG) and so, (g - 1 ){h - 1) = 0. 
Prom this equation we have that the characteristic of R is p (= 2) and from 
(9) it follows that h- 1 G A^(RG). Therefore h = 1 and so 
oo oo 
n n ( G ' f M G ) = a ) . 
k= 1 t=1 
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For every k and i C / ( 6 " ) p *fk{G) E F>{v}- The class ^{p} is closed with 
respect to forming subgroups and finite direct products, and by Lemma 2.2. 
G is discriminated by Vsp\. Consequently we can choose the set fit = {p}. 
Let us consider the case when G' is a torsion-free group and 1 / g E G' 
is a generalized torsion element of G. We put ft, — ft
 g. From Lemma 3.5. 
(case 2) it follows that 
N jviR)=O-
pen 
From Lemma 3.2. (here we put {G' 0}Q e / = {(G')pnjk(G), k,n = 1, 2 , . . .}Pen) 
and Lemma 3.5. (case 3) we have that G is discriminated by the class VQ,. 
Let A be an arbitrary subset of ft and let r\p^\Jp(R) ^ 0. If G is not 
discriminated by the class of groups Dn\Aj then by Lemma 3.2. there exists 
a set of elements gi, g2,. •., gn (gi E G) of infinite orders such that 
oo oo 
M (si -1)(</2 - l ) • • • ( jn - 1 ) e f | n n ^ T ' ^ ) ) -
pGÍÍ\A A;=l i-1 
By Lemma 3.5. (case 1) for every element a E npGA Jp(R) 
0.(9 - 1 ) ( < 7 1 - 1)(92 - 1 ) • • • (gn - 1 ) € A H (RG). 
Because A^(RG) = 0 we have that 
a(g - l)(gi - l)(g2 - l) • • '(gn - l) = o-
Since element ^ (i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) has infinite order and so has zero left (and 
right) annihilator in RG, then for gn we have 
a(g-l)(g1-l)(g2-l)---(gn_l-l) = 0. 
Continuing this procedure for i = n — 1, n — 2 , . . . , 1 on the last step we get 
that 
a(g - 1) = 0. 
Since the element g has infinite order, its left annihilator is zero in RG, 
which implies a — 0. Consequently,, if G is not discriminated by the class of 
groups 2?n\A, then npeAJp(R) = 0. 
The sufficiency part is proved in Lemma 3.6. 
Corollary. Let R = Zp, the ring ofp-adic integers. Then A^(ZpG) = 0 
if and only if either 
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(1) G is discriminated by the class VQ or 
(2) G is discriminated by the class Vp. 
Proof. If G' is with no generalized torsion elements (with respect to 
the lower central series of G), then by Theorem A A^(ZPG) = 0 if and 
only if G is discriminated by the class V0. 
Let us consider the case when G' contains a generalized torsion element. 
Let A^(ZPG) = 0. By Theorem C there exists a non-empty subset 0 
of the set of primes, such that r \ q ^ J q ( Z p ) =• 0. It is known that Jp(Zp) = 0 
and for a prime q ^ p, Jq(Zp) = Zp. Therefore p G ÍÍ. If O = {p}, then 
by the last theorem G is discriminated by Vp. If Í2 contains a prime q ^ p, 
then we choose A C ft such that ft \ A = {P}. Then V[q^\Jq(Zv) / 0 and by 
Theorem C G is discriminated by the class Vp. 
Conversely. If G is discriminated by the class Vp, we put Q = {p}, and 
the proof follows from Theorem C. 
From Theorem A and C we also get the results of I. Musson and A. 
Weiss ([2], Theorem A). 
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Uni ta ry subgroup of the Sylow 2-subgroup 
of the group of normalized uni ts 
in an infinite commuta tuve group ring 
ATTILA SZAKÁCS 
A b s t r a c t . Let G be an abelian group, K a commutative ring with unity of prime 
characteristic p and let V(KG) denote the group of normalized units of the group ring 
KG. An element u—^2
 e G
 a
gg£V(KG) is called unitary if u - 1 coincides with the element 
= ^
 eG otgg~1. The set of all unitary elements of the group V(KG) forms a subgroup 
V+(KG). 
S. P. Novikov had raised the problem of determining the invariants of the group 
V+(KG) when G has a p-power order and K is a finite field of characteristic p. This 
problem was solved by A. Bovdi and the author. We gave the Ulm-Kaplansky invariants 
of the unitary subgroup of the Sylow p-subgroup of V(KG) whenever G is an arbitrary 
abelian group and K is a commutative ring with unity of odd prime characteristic p 
without nilpotent elements. Here we continue this works describing the unitary subgroup 
of the Sylow 2-subgroup of the group V(KG) in case when G is an arbitrary abelian group 
and K is a commutative ring with unity of characteristic 2 without zero divisors. 
Let G be an abelian group and K a commutative ring with unity of 
prime characteristic p. Let, further on, V(KG) denote the group of normali-
zed units (i.e. of augmentation 1) of the group ring KG and Vp(KG) the Sy-
low p-subgroup of the group V{KG). We say that for x = ag9 ^ ^ G 
the element z* = ag9~l conjugate to x. Clearly, the map x —* x* is 
an anti-isomorphism (involution) of the ring KG. An element u E V(KG) 
is called unitary if u~l = u*. The set of all unitary elements of the group 
'V(KG) obviously forms a subgroup, which we therefore call the unitary 
subgroup of V(KG), and we denote it by V*(KG). 
Let Gp denote the subgroup {gp : g E G} and A an arbitrary ordinal. 
The subgroup Gp of the group G is defined by transfinite induction in 
following way: Gp° = G, for a non-limited ordinals 
A is a limited ordinal, then GpX = flt/<A Gp". 
* Research (partially) supported by the Hungarian National Research Science Founda-
tion, Operating Grant Number O T K A T 16432 and 014279. 
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The subring KpX of the ring K is defined similarly. The ring K is called 
^-divisible if Kv = K. 
Let G{p] denote the subgroup {g £ G : gp = 1} of G. Then the factorg-
roup Gx[p]/Gx+1 [p] can be considered as a vector space over GF{p) the field 
of p elements and the cardinality of a basis of this vector space is called the 
A-th Ulm-Kaplansky invariant f\{G) of the group G concerning to p. 
S. P. Novikov had raised the problem of determining the invariants of 
the group V*{KG) when G has a p-power order and K is a finite field of 
characteristic p. This was solved by A. Bovdi and the author in [1]. In [2] 
we gave the Ulm-Kaplansky invariants of the unitary subgroup WP(KG) 
of the group VP{KG) whenever G is an arbitrary abelian group and K is a 
commutative ring of odd prime characteristic p without nilpotent elements. 
Here we continue this works describing the unitary subgroup W2{KG) of the 
Sylow 2-subgroup V2{KG) of the group V{KG) in case when G is an arbit-
rary abelian group and K is a commutative ring with unity of characteristic 
2 without zero divisors. 
Note that for the odd primes p the problem of determining the Ulm-
Kaplansky invariants of the group Wp{KG) is based, in fact, in the following 
statement 
WP{KG) = {x~lx*: x £ VP{KG)} 
(see [2]). But in case p = 2 this statement is not true and in the characteri-
zation of the group W2{KG) we must keep in mind the following lemma. 
L e m m a 1. Let G be an abelian group of exponent 2 n + 1 {n > 0) and 
K a commutative ring with unity of characteristic 2 without zero divisors. 
Then {V*(KG)yn = G2" . 
Proo f . At first we shall prove the lemma for a finite group G. We shall 
use induction on the exponent of G. 
Let n = l , i.e. G is a group of exponent 4. We shall prove by induction 
on the order of G that {V*{KG)f = G2. 
Let G = (a: a4 = 1). Then the element 
x = ao + 0:1 a + CX.20? -f a^a3 £ V{KG) 
is unitary if and only if 
xx* = 1 + (ao + Q2)(«i + a 3)(a + a3) = 1. 
Hence a 0 = ö2 or = 03. If a i = <23 then, according to the condition 
«0 + + c*2 + = 1» the unitary element x has the form x = 1 + 02(1 + 
a2) + a i (a + a 3 ) and x2 = 1. If o0 = <^2 then x = c*o(l + a2 ) + c*i a+ ( l - f )°3-
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Therefore x2 = a2 and the statement is proved for the cyclic group G of 
order 4. 
Let G be a non-cyclic group of exponent 4 and order greater than 4. 
Then G can be presented as a direct product of a suitable group H and the 
cyclic group (b) which order divides 4. 
Suppose that b is an element of second order. Then every x £ V(KG) 
can be written in the form x = £o + x\b, where XQ,X\ £ KH. If x is a 
unitary element then 
XX* = XQXQ* + X\X\* + (xo*Xi + X0 Xi*)b = 1 
and the equations xqXq* + xixi* = 1, xQ*xi -f Zo^i* — 0 hold. Hence 
(reo + £i)(zo* + = 1 and y = x0 + xi £ V+(KH). By the induction 
hypothesis, y2 = h2 for some h £ H. Obviously x2 = h2. 
Let 6 be an element of order 4. The element 
x = x0 + x2b2 + (xi + x3b2)b (xi £ KH, i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3) 
of the group V(KG) is unitary if and only if 
, , f (x0 + x2b2)(x0* + x2*b2) + (xi + x3b2)(x^ + x3*b2) = 1, 
1 )
 \(x0+-x2b2){Xl* + x3*b2) = 0. 
Let x{xo + x2b2) = 7 denote the sum of coefficients of the element 
XQ -f x2b2. Then \(xi + x3b2) = 1 + 7 and from the second equation of (1) 
we have that 7(1 + 7) = 0. Since K without zero divisors, it follows that 
7 = 0 or 7 = 1 i.e. one of the elements XQ + x2b2 or x\ + x3b2 is invertible. 
Hence for the unitary element x either XQ = x2b2 or X\ = x3b2. If Xo = x2 b2 
then, by (1), the element y = x\ + x3b2 is unitary in the group ring of 
the group H = H x (b2). Then, by the induction hypothesis, y2 = h2 for 
some h £ H and obviously x2 = y2b2 — h2b2 £ G2. If x\ = x3b2 then 
y = +x2b2 £ V*(KH) and x2 = y2 £ G2. So (V*(KG))2 = G2 for a finite 
group G of exponent 4. 
Suppose that G is a group of exponent 2 n + 1 (n > 1) and the state-
ment is proved for the groups of exponent less than 2 n + 1 . It is easy to see 
that (V+(KG))2 C V*(KG2). From this, useing the induction hypothesis 
(V^KG2))271'1 = (G2fn~\ we have that V^KGfn C G 2 " . The reverse 
inclusion is obvious and the lemma is proved for a finite group G. 
Let G be an infinite abelian group of exponent 2 n + 1 (n > 0) and 
x £ V*(KG). Then the subgroup H = (supp x) of the support of x is 
finite and, by the statement proved in above, x2" £ i i 2 " . This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
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T h e o r e m . Let X be an arbitrary ordinal, K a commutative ring with 
unity of characteristic 2 without zero divisors, P the maximal divisible subg-
roup of the Sylow 2-subgroup S of an abelian group G, Gx = G2 , S\ = S2 , 
K\ = K2 . Let, further on, V2 = V2(KG) denote the Sylow 2-subgroup of 
the group V = V(KG) of normahzed units in the group ring KG and 
W = W(KG) the unitary subgroup of V2(KG). In case ? / 1 we assume 
that the ring K is 2-divisible. 
If G\ / G\+1, S\ ^ 1 and at least one of the ordinals |K\| and |Ga| 
is infinite, then the X-th TJlm-Kaplansky invariant fx(W) of the group W 
concerning to 2 is characterized in the following way: 
( max{|G|, I A' I}, if X = 0, 
fx(W) = i fx(V2) = max{|GA | , \KX\}, if X > 0 and Gx+x / 1, 
ifx{G), ifX>0andGx+l =1. 
Proo f . It is easy to prove the following statements (see [3]): 
1) \K2\ = \K\-f 
2) if n a nonnegative integer and J(GP [p]) the ideal of the ring (KG)2 
generated by the elements of the form g—1 (g £ C r [2]), then V2* (KG)[2] = 
V(KnGn)[2] = l + J(G2n[2}). 
Note if Gx = GA+i or 5a = 1 then, according to [3], fX(V2) = 0 and 
hence fx(W) = 0. 
At first we shall prove the theorem for a finite ordinal A = n. Suppose 
that n is a nonnegative integer, the Sylow 2-subgroup Sn of the group Gn 
is not singular, Gn ^ Gn+i and at least one of the ordinals |Ä'n| and \Gn\ 
is infinite. Since 
^
2
"[2]CV2" = V(KnGn), 
it follows that 
fn(W) < \V2n I < max{|Ä'n | , |Gn |} = ß. 
In the proof of the equation fn(W) = ß we shall consider the following 
cases: 
A) \Kn\ > \Gn\, 
B) IGnI > IKnI and Sn / 5 n + i , 
C) \Gn\ > IKnJ and Sn = 5 n + i , 
and in each of this cases we shall construct a set M C W2 (KG)[2] of 
cardinality ß = max{|/vn | , \Gn\] (if, keeping in mind Lemma 1, it is possible) 
which elements belong to the different cosets of the group V2 (KG)[2] by the 
subgroup V2n+1 (KG)[2]. This will be sufficient for the proof of the lemma, 
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because the elements of the such constructed set M can be considered as 
the representatives of the cosets of the group W2 (KG)[2] by the subgroup 
W2" (KG)[2]. Note that the elements of the set M we shall choose in the 
form yy* (y G V2" (KG)). 
Let A) holds, i.e. | K n | > \Gn\. 
It is easy to prove that in this case the Sylow 2-subgroup Sn of the 
group Gn has such elfement g of order 2 and there exists an a £ Gn that one 
of the following conditions holds: 
Ai) Gn / (g),a $ (g) and a2 (g), 
A2) Gn / (g),d $ (g) and a2 G (g), 
A3) G n = (g) 
and in cases Ax) and A2) at least one of the elements a or g do not belong 
to the subgroup Gn+\. Indeed, if g G Gn+i then, by condition Gn / Gn+1, 
the set Gn \ Gn+1 has a proper element a. 
Let Ai) holds. Let a be a nonzero element of the ring Kn and ya = 
1 -f aa( 1 4- g). We shall prove that the set 
M = {xa - yaya* = 1 + a(a + a " 1 ) ( 1 +d)' 0 / a G Kn} 
has the above declared property. Really, since a2 (g), it follows that the 
elements a and a~l belong to the different cosets of the group Gn by the 
subgroup (g). Hence xa ^ 1. It is easy to see that xa* = xa = xa~~l. 
Therefore xa is a unitary element of second order of the group V(KnGn). If 
xa G V2 then, from the condition a2 (fc (g), it follows that the elements 
a and ag belong to the group Gn+1, but this contradicts to the choice of 
elements a and g. Therefore z a G W2" [2] \ W2n+1[2}. 
Suppose that the coset xaV2n [2] coincides with xv V2 [2] for a dif-
ferent a and u from Kn. Then xa = xuz for a suitable z G V2" . Since 
x„* = Xi, -1, it follows that 
z - xax„* = 1 + (a + u)(a + a - 1 ) ( l + g) = xa+l/ 
'and xa+l/ belongs to the subgroup y 2 " + 1 what contradicts it which was 
proved in above. Obviously \M\ = \Kn\. Therefore the constructed set M 
has the above declared property. 
Let A2) holds. 
It is easy to see that the elements of the set 
M = {xa = 1 + aa( 1 + g): 0 ^ a G K) 
belong to the different cosets of the group V(KG)[2] by the subgroup 
V2(KG)[2]. Indeed, if xa G V2 then a G Gi and ag G G\. But this contra-
dicts to the choice of the elements a and g and hence xa £ W[2] \ VF2 [2]. 
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The equation xa = x^z ( ^ G V V / Í ' ) is impossible since from it follows 
that z = xaxu = 1 + (o; -f + g) — xa+iy, and, by proved in above, 
xa+„ £ V2. Obviously \M\ = \K\ and therefore fo(W) = \K\. 
Let us contruct the set M in case n > 0. 
Since, by Lemma 1, fn(W2) = fn(G) when G n + i = 1, it follows that 
we can assume that Gn+\ / 1. Let \Gn\ / 4. Then the set Gn \ Gn+ \ 
has neither element a, which order is not divisible by 2, or element b of 
order 2 r > 4, or has a subgroup (c : c4 = 1) X (d: d2 — 1). Obviously in 
the first case a2 $ (g). If in the other cases we put a = b,g = b2 or 
a = c, g = d respectively then the condition a2 (£ (g) holds and we have the 
above considered case Ai ) . 
Let Gn = (a : a4 = 1) and ya = 1 + o(a + 1). Obviously the element 
Xa = VaVa* = 1 + (a + Q2)(a + a3) 
is unitary. Let L denote a subset of Kn that has a unique representative in 
every subset of the form {a , 1 -f a } C Kn. Then the elements of the set 
M = {xa = yaya* = 1 + (a + a2)(a - f a 3 ) : O / a G i } 
belong to the different cosets of the group W2" [KG)[2] by the subgroup 
W2 (KG)[2]. Really, if xa coincides with xv (a,z/ £ L), then a + a2 = 
v v2 . Hence the equation (a + u)(l + a + i/) = 0 holds, but in the 
ring without zero divisors this is possible for the different a and v only 
in the case v — 1 + a , what contradicts to the choice of the elements of 
the set L. Obviously \M\ = \L\ = |A'n | . By Lemma 1, + 1 = (a2). If 
xaW2 1 = xuW2 +1 / xu) we get the contradictinally equation 
1 + (a + a2 )(a -f a3) = a2 + (v + + a3). 
Therefore / x„W2n+1 for xa ^ x„ the case A 2) is considered. 
Let A 3 ) holds, i.e. Gn = (g). Then Gn+i = 1. If n = 0 then W(KG) = 
V2{KG) and fo(W) = fo(V2) = \K\. If n > 0 then, according to Lemma 1, 
fn(W) = fn(G). 
Therefore the case A) is fully considered. 
Suppose now that B) holds, i.e. \Gn\ > \Kn\ and the Sylow 2-subgroup 
Sn of the group Gn does not coincide with the Sylow 2-subgroup of 
the group Gn+Then the set Sn \ Sn+1 has an element g of order q — 2r. 
Let, further on, II = H(Gn/{g)) denote the full set of representatives of the 
cosets of the group Gn by the subgroup (g). Let us consider two disjunct 
subsets 
III = {a e I I : a2 £ (g)} and ü 2 = {a G I I : a2 G {g)} 
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of the set II. Since Gn is infinite, it is easy to see that \Gn\ = |XX| = 
max { i n f i l l s |}. 
Let us suppose at first that \Gn\ = j Hi j. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that the representative of the coset a - 1 (g) is the element a - 1 . 
Let E denote the set which has a unique representative in every subset of 
the form {a, a " 1 } C Iii and ya = 1 + a(l +g + • • • + gq~l). Then \Gn\ = \E\ 
and the elements of the set 
M = {xa = yaya* = 1 + (a + c r l ) ( l + g + • • • + gq~l): a £ E} 
belong to the different cosets of the group V2" [2] by the subgroup V2 [2]. 
Indeed, from the supposition xa £ V2"+1[2] it follows that agl £ C n + i for 
every i = 0 , 1 , . . . , q — 1, but this contradicts to the choice of the element 
g £ Gn \ Gn+1. It is easy to see that xa is a unitary element and so xa £ 
W2 [2]\W2n* [2]. Supp ose that a and c are the distinct elements of the set 
E. If xa = xcz for some z £ V2 then 
2 = xaxc* = l + (a-ha~1 +c + c-l)(l+g + --- + gq-1). 
According to the choice of the elements of the set E we have that the 
elements a , a - 1 , c , c~l belong to the distinct cosets. of the group Gn by the 
subgroup (g). Hence from the condition 2 £ V2 it follows that a £ Gn+1, 
a9 ^ Gn+i, which contradicts to the choice of the element g £ Sn\ Sn+\. 
Let be now \Gn\ = | n 2 | . If G2 = 1 then W(KG) = V(KG) and 
f0(W) = fo{V2) = \G\. If n > 0 and Gn+i = 1 then, by Lemma 1, 
fn(W) = fn{G). Suppose that G n +i / 1. Then the group Gn has such 
element v of order not equals to 2 that (g) fl (v) = 1. If a such represen-
tative of the coset a(g) that a2 £ (g) and a2 ^ 1, then a2 = g% £ Gn+1 
and, according to the choice of the element g, the integer i is divisible by 2. 
In this case in role of the representative of the coset a(g) in the set II2 we 
can choose the element a\ = ag~%. Therefore, we can assume that the set 
n 2 consists of the elements of second order. Since (g) fl (v) = 1, it follows 
that from the II2 we can choose a subset II2 which elements belong to the 
distinct cosets of the group Gn by the subgroup (g:v) and \Gn\ = | n 2 | . Let 
ya = 1 + av( 1 + g + • • • + gq~l). Then the set 
M = {xa = yaya* = + + gq~l): a £ fi2} 
has the need property. Indeed, the cosets xa V2 and x cV 2 coincide if 
and only if 
= 1 + (a + c)(v + v~l )(1 + g + • • • + gq~l) £ F 2 " + 1 
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Since the elements a and c belong to the distinct cosets of the group Gn 
by the subgroup (g,v), it follows that av E Gn+1 and avg 6 Gn+\, but this 
contradicts to the choice of the element g E Gn \ Gn.f-i. So the case B) is 
fully considered. 
Let C) holds, that is \Gn\ > \Kn\ and the Sylow 2-subgroup Sn of the 
group Gn is 2-divisible. 
Let us fix an element g £ 5n[2] and choose such v E Gn \ Gn+i that 
2 does not divide the order of element v. Since \Sn\ = [Sn : {</)] > |{u)| 
and v ^ Sn, it follows that the cardinality of the full set of representatives 
of the cosets II = H(Gn/(g, v)) of the group G n by the subgroup (g,v) 
coincides with \Gn|. Obviously the set II decomposes to the two disjunct 
subsets IIx = {a E II: a2 £ (v,g)} and n 2 = {a E II: a2 E (v,g)}. 
Let I Gn | = | Tlx I, E be the set which has a unique representative in 
every subset of the form {a, a - 1 } C Iii and ya = 1 + a( l + v + v - 1 ( l + g)-
Then the set M can be choosen in the following way: 
M = {x = yaya* = 1 + (a + a~l)(l + v + v~l)(l + g): a E E) . 
Indeed, from the equation xa = xcz (^z E V2 +1, a ^ c^j follows that 
z = I + {a + a'1 + c + c-1)^ + v + v~l )(1 + g) E T / r + 1 . 
Hence, according to the construction of the set E, the elements a and av 
belong to the subgroup Gn+1, but this contradicts to the condition v (£ 
Gn+1 • 
Suppose now that \Gn\ = |n 2 | . Then v2 ^ 1. If a2 = v2 for some a E n 2 , 
then from the condition v ^ C n +i it follows that i is an even number. Let 
us choose in the role of the representative of the coset a(g,v} the element 
ai = av~ 2. Hence we can assume that the set n 2 of the representatives of 
the group Gn by the subgroup (g,v) consists of the elements of the group 
Sn = Sn+1 • The set 
M = {xa = I + a(v + v_1)(l +g): a E n2} 
has the need property. Indeed, if xa = xcz for the distinct a, c E n 2 and for 
some z E Vp , then 2 = xaxc = 1 + (a + c)(v + v~l )(1 -f g) and av E Gn+\. 
Hence v E Gn±i because - by the choice - n 2 C Sn+\, and so we get the 
contradiction. 
Therefore the case C) is fully considered and the statement is proved 
for a finite ordinal A = n. 
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Let us consider the case of infinite ordinal A. 
Let A be an arbitrary infinite ordinal R = K\,H = G\ / ^A+I and 
the Sylow 2-subgroup S\ of the group G\ is not singular. Then 
W(KGfX C W(RH) C V2(RH) 
and by transfinite induction it is easy to prove the equation 
(2) V2 (KG)2" = V2(RH). 
As compared to the group V2(RH) we can construct the set M as in the 
above shown cases A), B) and C). Since in every of this cases the set M 
consist of the elements of the form x — y~ly* and, by (2), y belongs to the 
group V2(RH) = V2(KGf , it follows that the elements x are the represen-
tatives of the cosets of group W2 (KG)[2] by the subgroup W2 {KG)[2]. 
Therefore for an arbitrary infinite ordinal A the Ulm-Kaplansky inva-
riants of the group W(KG) can be calculated in the above shown way for 
the case A = n. 
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Free-form curve design by neural networks 
MIKLÓS HOFFMANN and LAJOS VÁRADY 
Abstract . This paper gives a new approach of the two dimensional scattered data 
manipulation. The standard approximation and interpolation methods which can only be 
used for non-scattered data will also be applicable for scattered input with the help of 
the neural network. The Kohonen network produces an ordering of the scattered input 
points and here the B-spline curve is used for the approximation and interpolation. 
Introduction 
The interpolation and the approximation of two dimensional scattered 
data are interesting problems of computer graphics. By scattered data we 
mean a set of points without any predefined order. Unfortunately all the 
standard interpolation and approximation methods—like Hermite interpo-
lation, Bezier curves or B-spline curves—need a sequence of points, hence 
if we want to apply these methods we have to order the data. A good sur-
vey of the scattered data interpolation can be found in [1]. In this paper 
a completely new approach is given where the self-organizing ability of the 
neural networks will be used to order the points. The Kohonen network [2,3] 
can be trained by scattered data, that is the points will form the input of 
the network, while the weights of the network and their connections give us 
a polygon, the vertices, of which will be the input points. In this way the 
polygon we obtained can be used as the control polygon of a B-spline curve, 
so finally a standard approximation or interpolation method can be applied 
for the scattered data. We begin our discussion with the short definition of 
the B-spline curve and Kohonen's neural network. 
The B-spline curve 
The B-spline curve is the most common and widely used free-form 
representation method which can be used as an approximating and also as an 
interpolating curve [4]. If we have a'sequence of points P{ (i = 1 , . . . , n), then 
the curve approximating the plane polygon given by the points is defined as 
Research supported by the Hungarian Nat ional Research Science Foundat ion, Opera t ing 
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2 
S i ( u ) = £ P i + r b r ( u ) we [0,1] 2 = 2 , . . . , n — 2 
r=-1 
where br axe the well-known B-sphne basis functions. 
The Kohonen neural network 
Neural networks can be divided into two classes, the supervised and 
the non-supervised learning or self organizing neural networks. Supervised 
learning neural nets have to be trained with training or test data sets, 
where the result of the task to be done has to be provided in advance. 
After training, the net is adapted to the problem by the test set and is able 
to generalize its behavior. Self organizing networks, however, organize the 
data during the learning phase where the result of the task is not required. 
Following the training rules, the network adapts its internal knowledge to the 
task. The Kohonen neural network is a two-layered noil-sup er vised learning 
neural network. 
Adaptat ion of the Kohonen net to the problem 
Let a set of points P{ (i = 1 , . . . , n) (scattered data) be given on the 
plane. Our purpose is to fit (by interpolation or approximation) a B-spline 
curve to them. Thus our first task is to determine the order of the points 
for the interpolating or approximating methods. 
The Kohonen net is used to order the points. The first layer of neurons 
is called input layer and contains the two input neurons which pick up the 
data. The input neurons are entirely interconnected to a second, competitive 
layer, which contains m neurons (where m > n). The weights associated 
with the connections are adjusted during training. Only one single neuron 
can be active at a time and this neuron represents the cluster which the 
input data set belongs to. 
Let a set of two dimensional vectors Pi(x 1,0:2) be given. These vectors 
axe called input vectors. The coordinates of these vectors are submitted to 
the input layer which contains two neurons. When all the input vectors were 
presented to the input neurons, we restart at the first vector. 
Let the output vectors o i , . . . , o m be two dimensional vectors with the 
coordinates (wij, W21),j = 1,. . . , m, where Wij denotes the weights between 
the input neuron i and the output neuron j . We use the terms "output 
vector" and "weights of the output neuron" interchangeably. Let the output 
map be one dimensional (see Figure 1). 
Free-form curve design by neural networks 1 0 1 
X i x2 
Figure 1. 
The training of the network is figured out by presenting data vectors P{ 
to the input layer of the network whose connection weights Wij are initially 
chosen as random values. Compute the Euclidean distance between the input 




The neuron c with the minimum distance will be activated, where 
dc = minjcij} = 1, . . ., m). The update of the weights Wij associated 
to the neurons is only performed within a neighbourhood Nc(t) of c. This 
neighbourhood is reduced with training time t. The update follows the equ-
ation 
= + (i = 1 , . . . , m; j = 1, 2) 
where 
Aw\f = T,(t){Xj - w \ f ) 
and 
v{t) = Vo(l~ , where te[0,T] 
Here rj(t) represents a time-dependent learning rate which is decreasing 
in time. The term can be chosen as a Gaussian function. 
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After updating the weights u){j a new input is presented and the next 
iteration starts. The algorithm determines (using the Euclidean distance) 
the closest output vector to the presented input vector. The coordinates 
i.e. the weights of this output vector and those of the vectors that are in 
a certain neighbourhood of the nearest output vector are updated so that 
these output vectors get closer to the presented input vector. The degree 
of the update depends on the gain term and the distance of the output 
vector and the presented input vector. When the radius (which specifies the 
neighborhood around an output vector) is large, many output vectors tend 
towards the presented input. For this reason, initially the output vectors 
move to places where the density of the input vectors is large, since more 
input vectors are presented from this areas. The radius (i.e. the size of the 
neighborhood) and the gain term is decreasing in time. The latter results 
in that after enough iterations the locations of the output vectors does not 
change significantly (if the gain term is almost zero then the chänge in the 
weights is negligible). The gain term should diminish only when the weights 
are already close to the input vectors. 
A net is said to be convergent if for all the input vectors P{ (i = 
1 , . . . , n) there is an output vector oj such that after a certain time to the 
EucHdean distance of Oj and Pi is smaller than a predefined limit. A stronger 
convergence can be obtained if we require that the output vectors which 
do not converge to an input vector are on the line determined by its two 
neighbouring output vectors. 
In the general case the convergence of the Kohonen net has not been 
proved yet. Kohonen proved the convergence only in a very simple case when 
the output is one dimensional and the inputs are the elements of an interval 
(see[2]). 
The radius, the gain term and the number of the outputs can be adjus-
ted so that the output vectors satisfy the stronger convergence mentioned 
above. This stronger convergence is important especially in term of the smo-
othness of the future curve.For the detailed description and evaluation of 
this problem see [5,6]. Let two converging outputs be o; and Oi+k while 
the outputs which are between the converging outputs be <?i+i,..., Oi+k-i-
These outputs are in the neighborhoods of the outputs o; and (depen-
ding on the radius and k). Since these converged output vectors are close 
to some input vectors, the outputs o l + \ , . . . , will move towards these 
outputs (and the input vectors). Since they will move to the common line 
of the ceonverged output vectors. 
The Kohonen net retains the topological ordering of its output vectors. 
The weights of two output vectors will be close to each other if the vectors 
are close on the map. The same is true for the approximated input vectors. 
Free-form curve design by neural networks 
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The following figures show the ordering of the input vectors and the 









We plan to generalize the method to three dimensional input points 
using the Kohonen net. In this case the output map is two dimensional 
and the input vectors and the weights are three dimensional. When the net 
converges, the grid approximates the input points and an interpolating or 
approximating surface can be fitted to the input points. 
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On the Fejér kernel funct ions wi th respect to 
t h e Walsh—Paley sys tem 
GYÖRGY GÁT* 
A b s t r a c t . In this paper we prove some lemmas with respect to the Fejér kernels of 
the Walsh-Paley system. This lemmas give a new proof for the known a.e. convergence 
<rnf-+f (n->oo, feL1). 
Let P denote the set of positive integers, N : = P U {0} and / : = [0,1) 
the unit interval. Denote the Lebesgue measure of any set E C / by \E\. 
Denote the LP(I) norm of any function / by | | / | | p (1 < p < oo). 
Denote the dyadic expansion of n £ N and x £ / by n = X^jlo 311  
x — S j ^ o (in the c a s e of x = k,m £ N choose the expansion 
which terminates in zeros (these numbers are the dyadic rationals)). nz-, X{ 
are the i-th coordinates of n, x, respectively. Define the dyadic addition + 
as 
oo 
x + y — + Vj mod2)2~ J~1 . 
j=o 
The sets 
In(x) •= {y e I: yo = X0, . . . yVn-1 = xn-i} 
for x £ I , In: = In{0) for n £ P and f0(x) : = I are the dyadic intervalls of 
I. Set en := (0,. . ., 0,1, 0,. . .) where the n-th coordinate of en is 1 the rest 
are zeros for all n £ N. The dyadic rationals are the finite 0,1 combinations 
of the elements of the set {en : n £ N} (which dense in I). 
Let (u)n,n £ N) represent the Walsh-Paley system ([2], [8]) that is, 
oo 
«„(®) = ni-1)71^' riEN, x e l . 
k=0 
Denote by Dn := Yl^Zo f^c» Walsh-Dirichlet kernels. 
* Research supported by the Hungarian Nat ional Research Science Foundat ion , Opera-
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It is well-known that ([2], [8]) 
Snf(y) = J I{x)Dn(y + x)dx = f * Dn{y) 
(y G J , n 6 P) the n-th partial sum of the Walsh-Fourier series. Moreover, 
([8], p. 28.) 
(1) D2n{x): = 2
n
, if x e i n , 
0, otherwise, 
(2) Dn{x) =con(x)^nk(D2k+i(x) - D2k(x)) = con(x)^2nk(-l)Xk D2k(x), 
k=o k=0 
n G N, x G I. 
Define the n-th Fejér means [8] of function / G L1(/) as 




for y G / and n G P and define n-th Fejér kernel [8] 
^ n —1 
Kn(x):= - V 77 L / 
for £ G / and n G P. This gives 
^ n / ( y ) = J^ f(x)Kn(x + y)dx = / * ^ „ ( y ) (y G / , n G P). 
Set 
6 - 1 
K g i b : = y ^ D j a , 6 G N and n ( s ) : = ^ n z - 2 8 ( n , 5 G N ) . 
j-a 
Also set for n G N |n| : = max{j G N : nj ± 0}. That is, <n< 2 H + 1 . 
In this paper c denotes an absolute constant which may not be the same at 
different occurences. Then we have by an easy calculation that 
Lemma 1. riKn = 2s f°r aü « G P. • 
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L e m m a 2. Suppose that s,t,n E N, x G It \ It+i• If s < t < |n| ; then 
|ürn(,+i,i2.(:c)| < c2s+t. On the other hand, if t < s < \n\, we have 
if x - xtet £ Is, 
if x - xtet G I s . 
P roo f . If s <t, then for all k G N by (1) and (2) we have \Dk(x)\ < 
— thus in this case |A'n(s + i ) ( x ) | < c2 s + i . On the other 
hand, let |n| > s > t. Then 
t 
Dn(s + iy+j(x) = un(s+i)+J(x) ]T(n(s+1) + j)krk(x) 
k-0 
= wni.+D+J-(s) ( ^ / j k 2 k - j t 2 t 
\k=0 
This implies that 
2 s - 1 
j=0 




= E ^ wE-^ 2 
J o j" • ijs — 1 
1 í - 1 1 
ji=0,ij:t,i=0,...,s-l k—0 jt= 0 
since 
ji=0 jt =0 
That is, 
2 s —1 
Kn(a+Di2s(x) = -uní,+i)(x) Y uj(x)jt2t 
j=0 
0 • if x - xtet £ /s, 
wn(s + i ) (x )2 s + i _ 1 if x - xtet G / s . • 
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As a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2 we get 
L e m m a 3. s up | n |= m l-fi^c.+i)^' dx < eV2s+t, where m > 
s, í E N are fixed. 
P r o o f . If s > t, then by Lemma 2 it follows that 
/ sup' \Kni.+Di2.(x)\dx= I 2a+t-1dx = 2t~1. 
Jlt\It+1 \n\=m J I3(et) 
On the other hand, if s < t, then also by Lemma 2 we have 
/ sup \Kn(s+i)
 2'{x)\dx < c c2s+t < 
JIt\It+i |n|=m Jlt\It+i 
c2s. 
L e m m a 4. f j \ I k sup | n | > A \Kn(x) \ dx < eV2k~A, for all A > k G N. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 1 we have 
n \Kn\ < I ? 
5 = 0 
consequently, 
- k — 1 p oo 
/ sup \Kn(x)\dx <2_ \ / / SUP I K n ( x ) \ d x 
J l \ h \n\>A
 t=Q J l t \ I t +! m = A |n|=m 
/c —1 oo -
- I l Y I ^ sup n\Kn(x)\dx 
t=0m=A JIt\It+i \n\=m 
k—1 oo \ ( ^ f 
t=0 m = \s-Q Jlt\lt+1 N=m 
+ S U P 2^(^)1 dx\ 
s=t+1 ^ W f + i |n| = m / 
/c —1 oo
 1 m fc —1 oo 
< c v y y <<=2^ 2? i—0 m=A m=A 
The following Theorem shows that the maximal operator 
T f : = sup \onf\ 
ne p 
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is quasi-local. The conception of quasi-locality is introduced by F. Schipp 
[8]. Let / E L l {I ) i supp / C Ik(%°) for some k E N , x ° E I and suppose 
that the integral of Tf on the set I \ Ik{x°) is bounded by c |f\l. Then we 
call T quasi-local. That is, we prove 
T h e o r e m 5. / A 4 ( x 0 ) T / < c | / | r 
P r o o f . If n < 2k, then f(n) = fI fun = Jh(x0) fun = w n ( 2 ° ) / i i ( j 0 ) / = 
0, thus Snf = 0 ,c r n / = 0. That is, we have Tf = supn>2Jt | c n / | . By Lemma 
4 it follows 
/ sup / f(x)Kn(x + y)dx dy 
J I\Ih(x°) n>2k J Ik(x°) 
< / | / ( z ) | / sup |A'n(a; + ?/)d?/| t/a: 
jIk(x°) Jl\Ik(x°) n>2k 
= / l / M I / sup |An(y)öíy| ^ < c l / l i • • 
J rk(x°) Jl\Ik n>2h 
Define the Hardy space 77 as follows. Let / * : = s u p n G N 1 " / 1 be the 
maximal function of the integrable function / E L l ( I ) . Then, 
# ( / ) : = { / e l 1 ( / ) : / - eL\l)}, 
moreover 77 is a Banach space endowed with the norm \ f \ j j \f*h- By 
standard argument (see e.g. [8]) and by the help of Theorem 5 one can prove 
that the operator T is of type (77, L1) which means that \Tf\1 < c \f\H for 
all / E 77. This result with respect to the Walsh system is due to Schipp 
[7] and Fujii [2]. With respect to bounded Vilenkin system it is proved by 
Simon [6]. The noncommutative case is discussed by the author ([4]). 
Also by standard argument (see e.g. [8]) and by the help of Theorem 5 
we have that for all / E 7>1(7) the almost everywhere convergence crnf —> / 
(n —oo, / E 7y l(I)) holds. This result with respect to the Walsh system is 
due to Fine [1]. With respect to bounded Vilenkin systems it is proved by 
Pál and Simon [5]. The so-called 2-adic integers and the noncommutative 
case are discussed by the author ([3], [4]). 
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On the certain subsets of the space of metr ics 
S. CERETKOVÁ, J. FULIER and J. T. TÓTH 
A b s t r a c t . In this note we look at certain subsets of the metric space of metrics for 
an arbitrary given set X and show that in terms of cardinility these can be very large 
while being extremely small in the topological point of view. 
Let X be a given non-void set. Denote by Ai the set of all metrics on 
X endowed with the metric: 
d*(di, d2) = m i n j l , sup {\di(x, y) — d2(x, ?/)[} for di, d2 £ M }. 
Results shown in [2] include A4 is a non-complete Baire space and 7i is 
an open and dense subset of A4, thus M \ H is nowhere dense in A4. Other 
results on the metric space of metrics may be found in [2], [3] and [4]. 
Let A and B denote the set of all metrics on X that are unbounded 
and bounded, respectively. It is proved in [2] (Theorem 5) that A,B are 
non-empty, open subsets of the Baire space (M.,d*) (of [2], Theorem 3) 
provided X is infinite. Thereby A,B are sets of the 2-nd cathegory in A4, 
if is infinite. If X is finite, then B = A4 and .4 = 0. 
Now define the mapping 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
x,y EX 
First of all recall some basic definitions and notations. 
Suppose a > 0 and put 
7ia = {de M : V d(x,y) > a } and H = [ J H a • 
f: A4 (0,1], g:M [0,oo) and h:B (0, +oo) 
as follows: 
where d £ A4, 
g{d) = inf d(x,y) where d £ M, and 
h(d) = sup d(x,y) where d £ B. 
x,y£X 
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Obviously / ^ ( í 1 ) ) = A and g~l{{0}) = M\H. 
It is purpose of this paper to establish how large sets / - 1 ( { í } ) ? ő ' - 1 ({*})» 
axe given. 
In what follows if U C A4, then U is considered as a metrics space with 
the metric <i* \uxU ( a metric subspace of A4). 
M a i n r e s u l t s 
Let tp(t) — for t £ [0, -f oo). Then (p is increasing and continuous 
function on [0, +oo). Therefore f(d) = sup <p(d(x,y)) for d E A4. The 
x,y£X 
natural question arises wether / is continuous on A4, too. The answer of 
this question is positive. We have 
L e m m a . The function / , g are uniformly continuous on AA and the 
function h is uniformly continuous on B. 
P r o o f . Let 0 < e < 1 and d\,d2 6 M such that d*(dx,d2) < £. We 
show 
|/(di)-/(d2)| <d*(dud2), \g(d1) - g(d2)\ <dk(dud2). 
We can simply count 
<p(di(x,y)) < <p{d2(x,y)) + \<p(di(x,y)) - (p(d,2(x,y))\ 
< <p(d2(x,y)) + d*(dud2) 
because 
Mi(* ,») -<« . (* ,y) l < d * { d u d 2 ) . 
( l + </i(®,Ji))(l + d2(a:,s)) 
Taking supremum in the previous inequality we obtain f(d\) < f(d2) + 
d*(di,d2), therefore f(d\) — f(d2) < d*(d\,d2). From symetrics we have 
f(d2) - f(dx) < d*{di,d2) and \f(di) - f(d2)\ < d*(dud2). From this we 
see that the function / is uniformly continuous on A4. Obviously for x, y £ X 
Idl(x,y) - d2(x,y)\ > di(x,y) - d2(x,y) > g(dx) - d2(x,y). 
Then 
(1) g{di)-g(d2)< inf |di(®,y) - d2(x,y)\ < dk(dud3). x , y fc X 
According the inequality \d\ (x, y) - d2(x, y)\ > d2(x,y) — d\(x,y), similarly 
to the previous we get 
(2) g(d2)-g(dl)<d^dud2). 
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Then we required inequality follows from (1) and (2). 
Analogously | h ( d i ) — h(d2)\ < d*(di,d2). • 
R e m a r k 1. The function h can be continuosly continued on A4. Be-
cause the set B is closed in A4, the Hausdorff's function (see [1], p. 382) is 
continuous continuation of the function h on A4. 
R e m a r k 2. Because AU B = M, AC\ B = $ and the set B is closed in 
M, according the lemma of Uryshon there exists a function G\ A4 [0,1] 
such that G is continuous on A4 and G(A) = {0}, G(B) = {1}. For this 
reason G(M) = {0,1}. 
Space (A4,d*) is Bair's space, e.g. every non-empty open subset of the 
set A4 is of the 2-nd cathegory in A4. The set A is non-void and open subset 
in M, then the set / _ 1 ( { 1 } ) = A is of the 2-nd cathegory in A4. One may 
ask: Is there any t E (0,1) such that the set / _ 1 ( { t } ) is of the 2-nd cathegory 
in A4? Similarly for 5 _ 1 ({ i} ) and This question is answered in the 
next theorem. 
T h e o r e m 1. We have 
(i) For arbitratry t E (0,1) the set f~l({t}) is nowhere dense in A4. 
(ii) For arbitrary t E [0, +00) the set g~~l({t}) is nowhere dense in A4. 
(iii) For arbitrary t E [0, +00) the set / i - 1 ({ t}) is nowhere dense in A4. 
P r o o f , (i) Let 0 < t < 1. According to lemma the set / - 1 ( { i } ) is 
closed in A4. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that the set M \ / - 1 ( 0 ) ) is 
dense in A4. We will use inequality 
2^ 11 12 — /1 (3) — — > — — + for 0 < h < t2 K ;
 l + t2 - 1 - M i (l + t2)2 - -
(it is equivalent to (i2 — t\ )2 > 0 ) . 
Let d E f~l{{t}) and 0 < £ < 1. Clearly d E B and there exists a 
K E R+ such that 
(4) d(x,y) < K for every x,y E X. 
Choose d' E A4 as follows 
_Jd(x,y) + §, i f x , y E x , x / y d'(x,y) 2 0, if x = y. 
Then d*(d,d') < e. We show that d' E A4 \ / _ 1 ({*})• (3) and (4) for 
x, y E X(x / y) and — d(x, y), t2 = d'(x, y) we have 
£ e 
<p(d'(x,y)) > tp(d(x,y)) + 77—7^7 TTT > <p{d{x,y)) + (1 + d'(x,y))2 v ' (1 + K)2 ' 
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Then /(<*') > / ( d ) , so d! # f~l({t}). 
(ii) According to lemma the set <7 - 1(0}) i s closed in B. It is enough to 
show that the set is dense in B. Let d E flf-1({i}) 311(1 0 < £ < 1. 
Define d' on X as follows: 
f]'(r v\ _íd{x,y)+ f , i f x ^ y 
if x = y 
Evidently g(d') = t + f , therefore g' £ B \ and d*(d,d') < e. 
(iii) We can prove similarly hke (ii). • 
From the above Theorem 1 we can see that the sets / _ 1 ({*})> 
h~l({t}) are small from the topological point of view but on the other hand 
we show, that the cardinality of them is equal to the cardinality of the set 
M. 
In [2] is proved: card(Aí) = c if X is a finite set having at least two ele-
ments and card (M) = 2card^A^ if X is infinite set (c denotes the cardinality 
of the set of all real numbers). 
T h e o r e m 2. Let X be an infinite set. Then we have: 
1. c a r d ( / - 1 ({*})) = 2 c a r d W fort E (0,1] 
2. card(<7-1({i})) = 2 c a r d W for t E [0, -foo) • 
3. card(/ i_ 1 ({t})) = 2 c a r d W for t E (0, +oo). 
P r o o f . 1. Let 0 < t < 1 and 0 < £ < \ • . Let B C X for which 
card(P) > 2. We define the metric on X as follows: 
{ 0 , if x = y 
iix,yeB;x^y 
- £, if x £ B or y B, x ± y 
It is to easy to verify that <jß is a metric and that oß / v'ß, if B B'. 
Evidently / (Gß) = t. There are 2 c a r d ( x ) many choices for B so we can see 
2 c a r d ( X ) <
 c a r d ( / - i ({*})) < card(A^) < 2 c a r d ( x ) . 
We get by the Cantor-Bernstein theorem that c a r d ( / _ 1 ({/})) = 2 c a r d W . 
Let now t — 1 and XQ = {xi < x2 < • • • < xn < • • •} C X. Define the 
function dß'-X X X —• R: 
dß(xn, xm) = \n — m\ for n , m = l , 2 , . . . 
dB(x,xn) = dB(xn,x) = n for x £ X0  
dß{x,y) = dB(y,x) = 1 for x , y ^ X 0 , x ^ y 
dß{x,x) = 0 for x E X. 
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(The same function was used in [2], Theorem 5.) It can be easily verified 
that dß(xn,xi) —» oc(n —• oo), hence f(dß) = Thereby we have 2 c a r d W 
possibilities for choosing of B, we get that c a r d ( / _ 1 ({i})) = 2 c a r d ( x ) . 
2. For t = 0 it has been proved in [4] (Theorem 1), that card(<7-1 ({£})) = 
2card(X) L e t í > 0. Let 5 C I is so, that card(£) > 2. Define pB on X as 
follows: {0, for x = y t for x,y E B,x ± y 
t + 1 otherwise. 
Then pß E M and g(pn) — t. 
3. Let t > 0 and 0 < ( < Then the function Tß defined on X by this 
way {0, for x = y t, for x,y E B, x ± y 
t — ( otherwise, 
is a metric on X and h(rß) = t. • 
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General solution of the differential 
equat ion y"(x) - (y'{x))2 + = 0 
KRYSTYNA GRYTCZUK 
A b s t r a c t . In this note we prove that the general solution of the differential equation 
y"(x)~ (y'(x)) 2 + x 2 e y ( x ) = 0 , x>0 is the function y(x)=- In W(x), where W(x)=Y2xi+Ax-\-
B and A,B are arbitrary constants. 
1. Introduction 
In this note we prove that the general solution of the differential equa-
tion 
(1) y"{x) - (y'(x))2 + x2ey{x) = 0, x > 0 
is the function 
(2) y(x) = -\nW(x), where W(x) = ^x4 + Ax + B 
and A, B are arbitrary constants. First, we note that such type of differential 
equations as (1) are difficult to solve. For example, E. Y . RODIN (see [1], 
p. 474, Unsolved problems, SIAM 81-17) posed the following problem. Find 
the general solution of the differential equation: 
(3) y"(x) + x2ey{x) = 0, x > 0. 
We prove that (1) has general solution given by (2), however we can't f j id 
the general solution of (3). 
2. The Result 
We prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. The general solution of the differential equation (1) is the 
function 
y(x) = ln(^x2+Ax+ 
where A,B are arbitrary constants. 
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P r o o f . Putting y(x) = \nz{x) we obtain 
and consequently we have 
(5) , " ( * ) = ™ W 
z(x) \ z(x) 
Since y(x) = 1nz(z), then = z(x) and by (4) and (5) it follows that 
(1) can be reduced to the following form: 
Z"(X) . ( ^ ( Z ) ) 2 _ _
 2 
(6)
 z*(x) 2 z*(x) - X " 
Integrating (6) with respect to x we obtain: 
z"(x)
 n(z'(x))2\ 1 3 
U \ ~ 2 3Í ( )dx= 4 C l zl{x) zó[x) I o 
Denote by 
x z"(x) (z'ix))2 
v
 ' zz{x) z6{x) 
Then we see that the function 
(8) , M = F ( z { x ) ) 
satisfies the following condition 
and therefore by (7) and (8) it follows that 
/ \ z'(x) 1 o _ 
<9> M = 
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Integrating the last equality with respect to x we obtain 
( 1 0 > J ^ ) d x = ~ u x + c i x + c 
On the other hand it easy to see that 
( i d ( _ J _ Y = i M 
and consequently by (10) and (11) it follows that 
and we have 
1 y(x) = In z(x) = - I n ( ^ z
4
 + Ax + B J = - In W(x) 
where A = —C\, B = - C 2 . The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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A tanulók viszonya a ma tema t ika 
t an t á rgy tanulásához 
DR. OROSZ GYULÁNÉ 
A b s t r a c t . (The motivation system of the mathematics learning) The students of 
the Department of Mathematics study methodology. Our main purpose is to make our 
students teach mathematics the help of the given methods and make their lessons more 
interesting. For realising they have to know the motivation system of the mathematics 
learning. This paper is about our experiences. The structure of this paper is as follows: 
General thought about motivation, mathematics learning in practice conslusions about 
our experiment. 
Vi 
A motivációkutatások szakirodalma napjainkban szinte könyvtárnyi 
anyagot tesz ki. Dolgoz at unkban nem vállalkozhatunk ezek ismertetésére. 
A következőkben néhány fontos, munkánkhoz kapcsolódó elvi-elméleti 
jelentőségű hazai eredményt ismertetűnk, a [15] alapján. 
Grastyán Endre és munkatársai azokat az organikus alapokat tárták 
fel, amelyekre az ember specifikus jellegét, társad'almi mivoltát meghatá-
rozó funckciók épülnek. Feltevésükből a motivációs folyamat két ellentétes 
előjelű, egymást feltételező rendszer eredőjeként értelmezhető, mely ugyan-
azon funkció gátolt és gátolatlan változata. 
Barkóczi és Putnoky a motívumot, illetve a motivációt gyűjtőfogalom-
ként értelmezi, mely minden belső cselekvésre, viselkedésre késztető tényezőt 
magába foglal. 
Kozéki Béla foglalkozott a motiváció pedagógiai-pszichológiai elméleté-
nek átfogó kimunkálásával. A motiváció pedagógiai-pszichológiai vizsgála-
tához sajátos modellt alkotott. Nézete szerint a motiválás területei: érzelmi 
kapcsolatok (affektív), értelmi ösztönzés (kognitív), morális (effektív) jel-
lemzők. 
Rókusfalvi Pál a teljesítmény motivációs összetevőinek elemzésével a 
rubinsteini felfogást fejleszti tovább. 
Juhász Ferenc a motívumok fejlesztésének nevelési vonatkozásaival fog-
lalkozik. 
Egyes részterületek vizsgálatával foglalkoztak többek között: Surányi 
Gábor (a tanulás motivációs hátterét tárta fel), Békési Imre és Zsolnai József 
az anyanyelvi oktatás hatékonyságnövelő pedagógiai eljárássorozatot álh'tott 
össze: Molnár Dezsőné (tantárgyi attitűdvizsgálatokat végzett). 
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Igen gazdag az oktató-nevelő munka hatékonyságának növelésére irá-
nyuló nevelési és oktatási kísérletek száma. 
Réthy Endréné foglalkozik a tanulási motiváció kérdésének oktatásel-
méleti hátterű elemzésével. A tanulás és a motiváció kapcsolatának átte-
kintése alapján megállapítja a következőket: a tanulási motiváció a tanulási 
tevékenységre serkentő belső feszültség, melyet a környezet motiváló hatá-
sának minősége és a tanulási tapasztalatok határoznak meg. 
Tág és nem könnyű a motivációval, a matematika tanulásával kapcsola-
tos kutatások kérdésköre. Pszichológiai vizsgálatok igazolják, hogy jelenleg 
sok az elvi-elméleti tisztázatlanság a tanulási motiváció terén. Eddig még 
kevés a matematikatanítási-tanulási folyamat motivációs lehetőségeinek fel-
tárásával foglalkozó kutatások száma. Ezért is fontos ezek hátterének elem-
zése, fejlesztő, motiváló eljárások kidolgozása. 
Kérdőíves módszerrel vizsgáltuk a matematika tanulásának motivációs 
rendszerét, választ keresve arra, hogy a jelen gyakorlatban milyen ténye-
zők befolyásolják legerősebben ennek hatékonyságát. Az egyén-környezet-
interakció hatásrendszerében folyamatosan és fokozatosan alakul ki a tanu-
lási motiváció rendszere. Vizsgálataink e rendszer hatékonyságának feltárá-
sára irányultak. 
A vizsgálat módszere 
Eger város általános iskoláiban 350 tanulót vizsgáltunk, akik 13-14 éve-
sek. A kérdőívet a University of Lancester, Department of Educational Re-
sarch (1975) kérdéséit alapul véve állítottuk össze, adaptálva a matematika 
tantárgyra. A kérdőív 24 kérdését a tanulóknak egy ötfokozatú skálán je-
lölve kellett megválaszolniuk. A kérdőívet az 1. mellékletben ismertetjük. A 
kérdések három fontos területre irányultak. 
1. A tanulás érzelmi-szociális dimenziója területén intenzív befolyásoló 
tényező az iskola empátiás, identifikációs és affiliatív késztetésrendszere. 
E területen az alábbi tényezőket vizsgáltuk: érzelmi viszony a mate-
matika tantárgyhoz, a matematika tanulásához, a tanárokhoz, a tanulók 
teljesítménye. 
2. A megismerési (kognitív) dimenziót tekintve a tanulók megismerési 
érdeklődését, aktivitását, kitartását, önállóságát elemeztük. 
3. Az önintegrációs morális (effektív) dimenzióban a kötelességtudatot 
és az önértékelést vizsgáltuk. 
Kérdéseinkkel arra kerestünk választ, hogy a matematikatanulási mo-
tivációra mely dimenzió hat a legerőteljesebben, s egy-egy dimenzión be-
lül milyen e hatások rangsora. A feldolgozást az összehasonlító rangsorolás 
módszerével végeztük. 
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Minden kérdésnél, kérdéscsoportnál kiszámítottuk a transzformált át-
lagot, és ezt a számot tekintettük a rangsorolás mérőszámának csökkenő 
sorrendben. (A matematikai feldolgozást az EKTF számítástechnika sza-
kos hallgatói végezték.) A kérdőíveken ötfokozatú diszkrét skála szerepelt, 
kérdésenként meg volt határozva az irányítottság, s minden skála alapja 
(semleges jellegű válasz) a középpont volt: Valamennyi skálát egy nulla bá-
zisú, a [—100, +100] intervallumra kiterjedő közös skálára transzformáltunk 
az alábbi leképezési séma szerint. 
-1 .-2 3 +4 +5 
I 1 1 1 1 
-5 ' -4 3 +2 +1 
-100 0 +100 
A transzformált átlag a transzformált alapadatok átlaga. A táblázatok-
ban a csoportokat és kérdéseket a transzformált átlag csökkenő sorrendjében 
rendeztük. 
A kérdésekhez négy adatot számoltunk ki: 
transzformált átlag: a skálára vetített válaszok átlaga; 
variancia: alapadatok varianciája (szórásnégyzete) a transzformált ská-
la alapján; 
szórás: a variancia négyzetgyöke; 
átlag: alapadatok átlaga az eredeti skála szerint. (Az eltérő irányítottság 
miatt nem szerepel a táblázatokban). 
A matematikai feldolgozás eredményének egy részét a következő oldalon 
lévő táblázatokban mutatjuk be. 
Eredményrész let és rövid elemzése 
Az elkészített táblázatokat összehasonlítva megállapíthatjuk, hogy a 
matematika tanulásának motiváltságát legerősebben az érzelmi hatás befo-
lyásolja, ezt követi az értelmi, végül az erkölcsi. 
A táblázatok finomabb elemzésével egy-egy dimenzión belül feltárhat-
juk a különböző hatások intenzitását is. 
Az érzelmi dimenzión belül a legerősebb hatást a matematikaórák ér-
dekessége jelenti. Ezt követi a matematikatanárhoz való viszony, majd a 
matematika tantárgyhoz való kötődés, s végül a teljesítmény és a szorongás. 
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Az empirikus vizsgálatok eredményei igen hasznosak lehetnek a ma-
tematikatanítás fejlesztő, motiváló modelljeinek kidolgozásához, amellyel a 
következő munkánkban szeretnénk foglalkozni. 
1. A matematikaórák érdekessége Transzformált átlag: 38,75 
Kérdés száma Transzformált átlag Variancia Szórás 
19. 53,50 25,60 5,06 
13. 42,00 30,47 5,52 
23. 38,50 19,80 4,45 
12. 21,00 24,50 4,95 
2. Viszony a matematikatanárhoz Transzformált átlag: 30,80 
Kérdés száma Transzformált átlag Variancia Szórás 
9. 58,00 31,58 5,62 
6. 50,50 24,60 4,96 
5. 23,00 36,24 6,02 
16. 16,00 26,42 5,14 
20. 6,50 34,45 5,87 
3. Viszony a matematika tantárgyhoz Transzformált átlag: 29,63 
Kérdés száma Transzformált átlag Vari an ci a Szórás 
3. 47,00 25,70 5,07 
7. 31,00 46,92 6,85 
4. 27,00 29,38 5,42 
1. 13,50 • 12,46 3,53 
4. Teljesítmény, szorongás Transzformált átlag: 27,00 
Kérdés száma Transzformált átlag Variancia Szórás 
2. 42,50 38,94 6,24 
10. 23,00 17,39 4,17 
11. 22,00 41,99 6,48 
24. 20,50 17,72 4,21 




Félévi o sz tá lyza tom matemat ikából : 
Múlt év végi o sz tá lyza tom matemat ikából : 
Húzd alá! Fiú Lány 
A matemat ika tantárgyhoz kapcsolódó vizsgálathoz szeretnénk megtudni vé leményeteket . 
Nincs jó vagy rossz válasz. A válaszadás úgy történik, hogy beírod azt a s zámot , amelyik 
legközelebb áll ahhoz, amit csinálsz vagy érzel. 
1. egyáltalán nem 
2. ritkán — alig 
3. nem elég gyakran 
4. gyakran 
5. nagyon sokszor 
1. Szívesen foglalkozol-e matematikával? 
2. Fontos-e a matemat ikát tanulni? 
3. Nehéz tantárgy-e a matemat ika? 
4. Örülsz-e, ha megoldasz egy fe ladatot? 
5. Kapsz-e a matemat ikatanártó l külön feladatokat? 
6. Örülsz-e, ha segít a tanár, ha n e m birkózol meg egy fe ladatta l? 
7. Szereted-e a matemat ikát? 
8. Önállóan oldod-e meg a házi fe ladatot? 
9. Segíted a matemat ikatanár munkáját az órán? 
10. Elégedett vagy-e a matemat ikában elért eredményeddel? 
11. Megteszel -e mindent , hogy jobb eredményt érj el? 
12. Szívesen veszed-e, ha verseny van az órán? 
13. Tetszenek-e a tréfás matemat ika feladatok? 
14. Jársz-e matemat ika szakköre? 
15. Voltál-e már matemat ikaversenyen? 
16. Megkérdezed-e a tanártól, ha nem értesz valamit az órán? 
17. Gyakorolsz-e, ha bizonytalan vagy valamiben? 
18. Készülsz-e a matemat ika dolgozatokra? 
19. Szereted-e a matemat ikai játékokat? 
20. Kapsz-e' dicséretet a matemat ikatanártó l , ha jól dolgozol az órán? 
21. Megoldod-e a szorgalmi fe ladatokat? , 
22. Bekapcsolódsz-e a matemat ika házi versenybe? 
23. Kedveled-e az újszerű, szokatlan feladatokat? 
24. Izgulsz-e a matematikaórákon? 
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Vírusok a tanulók matemat ika i gondolkodásában 
SZILÁK ALADÁRNÉ 
A b s t r a c t . La skr bleciono demonstracias uni típan eraron en la matematika pen-
sado de la lernantoj. Qfta eraro en la lecionosolvo, ke la lernantoj ne indikas ciü solvojn 
de la „duondivergaj" (divergaj) lecionoj. Per helpo de modelleciono sur gin demando 
sercas respondon, kun kiaj metodoj eblas antaűforigi, elimini la erarojn. 
A matematika tantárgypedagógia a logikus (matematikai) gondolkodás 
fogalmát és nevelését igen összetetten fogalmazza meg. A korszerű matema-
tikatanításban ezen gondolkodás elemei egyre hangsúlyozottabban jelennek 
meg. Erről tanúskodnak az utóbbi évek matematika tantervei és a NAT 
is. A Nemzeti alaptanterv külön tömbben (Gondolkodási módszerek) írja 
elő a matematikai gondolkodáshoz kapcsolódó tananyagot, az általános és 
speciális fejlesztési követelményeket. Több matematikus, tantárgypedagó-
gus, didaktikus (Pólya György, Rubinstein, Nagy Sándor, Kelemen László, 
Mosonyi Kálmán, Czeglédy István) foglalkozott és-foglalkozik ma is e fon-
tos területen előforduló gondolkodási hibákkal (vírusokkal). Igen sok oda-
figyelést feltételez a „megelőzés" és a „gyógyítás" is: Egyrészt meg kellene 
találnunk az „okokat", másrészt olyan módszereket kellene kidolgoznunk, 
amelyek gátolnák a hibák létrejöttét, kialakulását. Nincs könnyű dolgunk, 
hiszen a gondolkodási hibák „tárháza" szinte kimeríthetetlen. E cikkben 
csupán egyetlen gondolkodási hibával szeretnénk foglalkozni részletesebben. 
Többször tapasztaljuk a tanulók feladatmegoldásában azt az alapvető 
hiányosságot, hogy nem adják meg a feladat teljes (minden) megoldását. 
Megtalálnak egyet a lehetséges „eredmények" közül, és ezzel megelégedve 
befejezik a feladatot. Még a tehetséges tanulóknál is előfordul, hogy például 
matematikaversenyen azért veszítenek pontokat, mert nem hozzák a feladat 
minden eredményét. Az ilyen típusú hiba alapvető oka lehet a „féldivergens" 
(divergens) gondolkodás hiánya. 
Az olyan feladatokat, amelyeknek egynél több, de véges számú megol-
dása van „féldivergens" feladatoknak nevezzük. (Az olyan feladatok, ame-
lyeknek végtelen sok megoldása van divergensek.) Az üyen típusú felada-
tokhoz kapcsolódó sajátos gondolkodás a „féldivergens" (divergens) gon-
dolkodás, amely szoros összefüggésben van a tanulók kreativitásával'is. E 
gondolkodás lényege az, hogy a feladat megoldása során minden esetet, min-
den lehetőséget meg kell vizsgálni. Hogyan lehet ezt elérni, azaz hogyan le-
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het valamennyi megoldást megtalálni? Erre egységes szabály nincs: Például 
valamilyen rendezőelv, egy algoritmus, diszkusszió, analógia, általánosítás, 
másféle megoldási módszer stb. is segíthet. Arra sem találunk általában uta-
lást a feladatok szövegében, hogy több megoldás is van. (Természetesen ez 
nem hiba!) 
A következő feladatsor mindegyik feladata „féldivergens", melyek meg-
oldása során érdemes' odafigyelni a címbeli felszólításra. 
Keress meg minden megoldást! 
1. Van-e olyan tízes számrendszerbeli háromjegyű szám, amelynek kö-
zépső jegyét törölve, a belőle így nyert kétjegyű szám az eredetinek kilen-
cede? (6. o.) 
2. Egy háromszögről a következőket tudjuk: 
— Oldalai hosszúságának mérőszámai egymást követő prímszámok. 
— Kerületének mérőszáma 50-nél kisebb prímszám. 
Mekkorák a háromszög oldalai? (7. o.) 
3. Egy társaságban az angol, német, orosz nyelvek közül mindenki be-
szél legalább kettőt. Németül 24-en, angolul 26-an, oroszul 22-en tudnak: 
a) Hány tagja van a társaságnak? 
b) Hányan beszélnek németül és angolul; németül és oroszul; angolul és 
oroszul? (7—8. o.) 
4. Szerkessz deltoidot, ha adott átlóinak és egyik oldalának hossza! 
(7. o.) 
5. Összeadtunk néhány egymás után következő természetes számot, és 
eredményül 3000-et kaptunk. Mely számokat adtuk össze? (8. o.) 
6. Szerkessz egyenlő szárú háromszöget, amelynek szárai 5 cm-esek és 
a szárakhoz tartozó magasság 2,5 cm! Mekkorák a háromszög szögei? (8. o.) 
7. Egy négyzet alapú egyenes hasáb térfogatának és felszínének mérő-
száma egyenlő. Minden él hossza egész szám. Add meg a hasáb adatait! 
(7. o.) 
8. Szerkessz derékszögű háromszöget, ha adott az átfogójának hossza, 
, továbbá tudjuk, hogy egyik szögének felezője úgy vágja ketté a háromszöget, 
hogy az egyik rész egyenlő szárú háromszög. (7—8. o.) 
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9. Egy térképvázlaton négy fa helyét jelölő pontok olyan rombuszt ha-
tároznak meg, amelynek egyik szöge 37, 5°, oldala pedig 6 cm. Szerkessz kör 
alakú utat, amely mindegyik fától egyenlő távolságra halad! (8. o.) 
10. Adott egy egyenes és tőle 2 cm-re egy pont. Hol vannak azok a pon-
tok, amelyek az egyenestől 4 cm-nél távolabb vannak, de a ponttól nincsenek 
messzebb 10 cm-nél? (6—7. o.) 
A teljesség igénye nélkül nézzünk meg néhányat a fenti feladatok kö-
zül olyan szempontból, hogy a „féldivergens" gondolkodáshoz kapcsolódó 
hiányosságokat (gondolkodási hibákat) hogyan lehetne a tanulókkal kikü-
szöböltetni. 
(a) Egy geometriai szerkesztési feladatnál a d iszkussz ióban szoktunk 
a megoldások számával (hány nem egybevágó, az adatoknak és a feltételek-
nek eleget tevő geometriai alakzat szerkeszthető) foglalkozni, mely általában 
az utolsó lépés. Ha már az összefüggések keresése és az elemzés közben is a 
szerkesztési alapelemeket (pl. pont, egyenes, kör) szintézisében (egészében) 
láttatjuk, és azok kölcsönös helyzetét is vizsgáljuk, akkor nagy valószínű-
séggel megtalálunk minden megoldást. 
A 4. feladatban deltoidot kell szerkeszteni, ha adott az átlóinak ( e , / ) 
és egyik oldalának (6) hossza. 
Vázlat: 
Elemzés, összefüggések keresése: 
— A deltoid BX(B2,DUD2) csúcsa az A-tól b távolságra van. (Azon tu-
lajdonságú pontok halmaza, amelyek A-tól b távolságra vannak egy A 
középpontú b sugarú kör.) 
— Az / átló egyenese a deltoid B\ és D\ (B2 és D2) csúcsaira Üleszkedő 
párhuzamos egyenesek (ei,e2) középpárhuzamosa. 
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A fentiek alapján a szerkesztés lépései: 
(1) Az f{AC) szimmetriaátló felvétele. 
(2) A középpontú b sugarú kör (k) szerkezetese. 
(3) e\ és e2 szerkesztése. 
(4) k n e1 = Bi; k n e2 = Dx; k n - B2; k fi e2 = D2. 
(5) i?i és Dx összekötése A-val és C-vel (AB\CD\ konvex deltoid). 
(6) B2 és D2 összekötése A-val és C-vel ( A B 2 C D 2 nem konvex deltoid; 
Tipikus hibaként fordul elő a tanulók részéről, hogy a (2) és (3) lé-
pést felcserélve (melyet természetesen meg lehet tenni) a körvonalnak csak 
egy részét (ívét) rajzolják meg, így a körnek az egyenesekkel egy-egy közös 
pontja lesz. A tanulók figyelme általában a konvex alakzatokra irányul, és 
így a nem konvex deltoid hiányozni fog a megoldásból. 
Arra sem mindig gondolnak, hogy az e is lehet szimmetriaátló, és az 
előbbi szerkesztési lépéseket követve másik két deltoid is szerkeszthető. 
(Megjegyezzük, hogy itt most nem térünk ki az egybevágó megoldásokra és 
a speciális deltoidokra sem.) 
Összegezve: a feladatnak 4 megoldása van (4 nem egybevágó deltoid 
szerkeszthető), és a szerkeszthetőség feltételei: ha / a szimmetriaátló, akkor 
I < 6-nek kell teljesülni, ha pedig e a szimmetriaátló, altkor j < b kellj 
hogy igaz legyen. 
Természetesen a szerkesztés elvégezhető más összefüggések alkalmazá-
sával is. 
Hasonló gondolatmenet követhető a 6., 8., 9. feladatok megoldásakor. 
(b) Több olyan feladat van, amelyet „ránézésből" is meg lehet oldani. 
Ilyen például az 5. feladat. A 999, 1000, 1001 számokat adtuk össze 
(lehet a tanulók válasza). Ez viszont nem elég! Ahhoz, hogy a feladat minden 
megoldását megtaláljuk á l t a l ános í t anunk kell a problémát: 
m + (m + 1) + (m + 2) + • • • + (m + k) = 3000. 
A számtani sorozat összegének kiszámítására vonatkozó képletet alkal-
mazva a fenti összefüggést így írhatjuk: 
m + (m + k) 
-
 V
 -—-(k + 1) = 3000. 
Átalakítással az alábbi egyenlőséget kapjuk: 
( 2 m + k)(k + 1 ) = 6 0 0 0 . 
A kéttényezős szorzat egyik tényezője páros, a másik páratlan, és 2m+ 
+k > k + 1. 
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A 6000 prímtényezős felbontásából (6000 = 24 • 3 • 53) a kapott feltéte-
leket figyelembe véve a megoldások egy táblázatba felírhatok. 
2m + k k + 1 m k Az összeadott számok 
1. 2000 3 999 2 99, 1000, 1001 
2. 1200 5 598 4 598, 599,.. .,602 
3. 400 15 193 14 193, 194 , . . . , 207 
4. 375 16 180 15 180, 181, . . . ,195 
5. 240 25 108 24 108, 109, . . . , 132 
6. 125 48 39 47 39, 4 0 , . . . , 86 
7. 80 75 3 74 3, 4 , . . . , 7 7 
Ha az 1., 3. és 7. feladatok megoldása során a fentihez hasonlóan álta-
lánosítunk, akkor biztosan megtalálunk minden megoldást. 
(c) Az a lgor i tmizá lás is segíthet az összes megoldás megtalálásában, 
és a „féldivergens" gondolkodásmód kialakításában. 
A 2. feladatot néhány évvel ezelőtt egy televíziós vetélkedőn részt vevő 
három tanuló közül egyik sem oldotta jól meg. Megtalálták ugyan a feladat 
feltételeinek megfelelő három számhármast, de külön-külön mindegyikük 
egyet-egyet. Célszerű lett volna a következő algoritmus lépései szerint eljár-
niuk: 
(1) írjuk fel az 50-nél kisebb prímszámokat! 
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43. 
(2) K — 2 + 3 + 5 = 10 nem prímszám. 
(3) K = 3 + 5 + 7 = 15 nem prímszám. 
(4) # = 5 + 7 + 11 = 23 prímszám; 
5 + 7 > 11; 7 + 11 > 5; 5 + 11 > 7; 
az 5, 7, 11 számok lehetnek háromszög oldalainak mérőszámai. 
(5) K = 7 + 11 + 13 = 31 prímszám; 
7 + 11 > 13; 11 + 13 > 7; 7 + 13 > 11; 
7, 11, 13 lehetnek a háromszög oldalainak mérőszámai. 
(6) K = 11 + 13 + 17 = 41 prímszám; 
11 + 13 > 17; 11 + 17 > 13; 13 + 17 > 11; 
11, 13, 17 lehetnek a háromszög oldalainak mérőszámai. 
(7) K = 13 + 17 + 19 = 49 nem prímszám. 
(8) K = 17 + 19 + 23 = 59; 
59 > 50, minden megoldást megtaláltunk. 
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A 3. és a 7. feladat egy-egy része megoldható algoritmus alkalmazásával 
is, mely az általánosításhoz képest más megoldási módszer. 
(d) Korábban már szóltunk arról, hogy a több eredményre történő uta-
lást általában a feladatok szövege nem tartalmazza. 
Az 1. feladat „van-e olyan" kérdése például mintha egyetlen eredmény 
felé irányítaná a gondolkodásunkat. Hívjuk fel a tanulók figyelmét az így 
megfogalmazott feladatoknál arra, hogy ha találnak egy megoldást, akkor is 
keressenek további — a feltételeknek megfelelő — számokat, mert az összes 
szám jelenti a feladat teljes megoldását. 
A 10. feladathoz hasonló példáknál gyakori hiba, hogy a megoldást csak 
a sík pontjaira adják meg, és nem gondolnak a térbeli megoldásokra. Ilyen 
feladatok esetében az ana lóg ia (sík-tér) segíti a „féldivergens" gondolko-
dást. 
Összefoglalva: A tanulók gondolkodásának hibáit szinte lehetetlen diffe-
renciálni, mert amilyen összetett a logikus, matematikai gondolkodás, olyan 
összetettek a hibák is. A „féldivergens" (divergens) gondolkodást és más 
gondolkodási módszereket, műveleteket — mint láttuk — nem lehet egymás-
tól elválasztani. Hangsúlyozottabban odafigyelhetünk bizonyos „vírusokra", 
és ha sikerül némi eredményeket elérni (például a fenti feladatok minden 
megoldását megtalálják a tehetségesebb tanulóink), akkor elégedettek lehe-
tünk. 
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